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Introduction.

Although diffraction of X-rays has been observed

äs early äs 1908 by Walter and Pohl (1908a, 1908b)

it was really the presentation by Arnold

Sommerfeld of the uork of H. Friedrich, P.

Knipping and M. von Laue (1912) on "X-ray

interference phenomena" at the meeting of the

Davarian Academy of Sciences on Jurie 8, 1912 which

initiated X-ray diffraction äs a najor area of

research. This first publication was soon

followed by the papers of W.L. Bragg on the

"Diffraction of short electromagnetic waves by a

crystal " (Eragg, 1914) and by the first X-ray

study of the crystalline structure of copper

(Bragg, 1913). (A historlcal review of the

development of X-ray and neutron diffraction

supplemented by reprints of selected original

papers was püblished by Bacon (1966))

Seven decades have elapsed slnce then and the "gas

tubes" used äs X-ray sources in the early days can

now only be found in museums. Houever, despite

considerable progress made on laboratory X-ray

sources- especially rotating anodes - in terma of

intensity and brightness, the qualitative features
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of the radiation emitted by these sources has

remained unchanged. The Situation drastically

changed in the last few years uhen the

qualitatively and quantitatively very di fferent

Synchrotron radiation (SR) X-ray sources becarae

available.

The aiin of tne present chapter is to revieu

briefly the new possibilities offered by SR

sources for elastic scattering studies and to

serve äs an introduction to much of the material

which will be presented in detail in the third

völuwe of the Handbook.

The presentation is preceeded by a summary of the

eletnentary theory of X-ray diffraction and a very

brief description of the methods used. This

introduction should help also non-diffractionists

to fully appreciate the neu developments.

Dlffractionists may only glance through this part

except for the second section which is devoted to

a general comparison of the possibilities offered

by SR sources and conventional sources for

diffraction studies. This part is followed by

sections which review and illustrate the present

Status of elastic scattering research with SR. It

should be stressed that we are only dealing with

strictly elastic phenouena and hence, a number of
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Potential applications of SR concerning, for

instance, weakly inelastic phenomena are not

considered in this chapter. The last section

gives an outlook on possible future applications.
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1. Suoiiiiary of the eleuentsry theory of elastic

X-ray scatterinß.

Only an elementary theory of elastic X-ray

scattering is outlined below. Comprehensive and

more advanced treatments can be found, for

instance, in the books by Zachariasen (196?),

James (1962), Warren (1969) and Azaroff et

al.dg?1«). A aliehtly different approach was used

by Harshall and Lovesey (1971) in the case of

neutrons. It is the latter Präsentation which

mostly influenced us and thus, the reader is

referred to this book for detailed derivations of

the forwulae. Diffraction physics was recently

also discussed by Feil (1977) and elastic

scattering of X-rays by Stewart and Feil (1980).

Scattering of X-rays (and neutrons) can also be

described in terms of Van Hove's (1951) space and

time correlation functions.

1.1 Interaction of X-rays with matter.

Deing electroinagnetic waves, X-rays interact Willi
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electrons throubh electrowagnetic forces. For our

purpose their interaction with nuclei «ay be

neglected äs a result of the large inertial mass

of the latter, ty In

the present chapter we can consider thatt to put

it simply, X-rays "see* the electrons but not the

nuclei.

Though known theoretically for a long time, the

interaction of X-rays with magnetic ooments was

only very recently demonstrated experimentally.

The group of Erwin Bertaut at Grenoble (de

Bergevin and Drunel, 1972} detected an Interaction

between X-rays and the magnetic moraent of an atom,

which, although very ueak.can be used for magnetic

scattering eiperiments, especially when very

intense SR sources are used. (see 3.1.5.2.)

In the ränge of photon energies below 1 HeV two

processes should be consldered in the Interaction

of X-rays with matter: scattering which can be

either elastic or inelastic, and absorption.

Elastic scattering occurs when the photon energy

and thus also the internal energy of the scatterer

remain unchanged. Conversely in inelastic

Ĵ Kote that photons in the )f-regiert

can be a powerful tool to explore the nuclear

structure. The potential of SR in this area have

recently been discussed by Molinari (1980).
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scattering the photon energy and hence also t he

internal energy of the scatterer change, äs for

instance, in Coinpton scattering, in which a part

of the photon energy ts transferred to one

particular electron, or in scattering by

elementary excitations in solids or liquida (e.g.

phonons, plasmons).•

The present chapter deals with eiastic scattering

only. llowever, i t should be kept in mind that in

every eiastic scattering experiment, the

possibility of having inelastic processes and/or

absorption must be considered and- if necessary-

appropriate corrections should be made. Thls

applies, in particular, to thermal diffuseo1

scattering (TDS) which is usually peaked below the

Bragg peak.

1.2. The scattering geometry; scattering

cross-section and scattering amplitude for a free

electron.

The geometry of the scattering problem is

illustrated in figure l. The incident single

photon can be represented by a plane wave:

t y ' i
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uhere ̂ iSi*̂ .is the incident photon wave vector and

\i is the wavelength of the incident X-rays. As

shown by Thomson (1933) the wave scattered per

unit tine by a free electron at sufficiently large

distances r from the electron 1s given by :

where î  = e /mcl is the classical electron radius,

k. is the scattered wave vector, T the angle

between the direction of travel of the scattered

beam and the electric vector of the incident plane

polarized X-ray bean. £^ **J (.» are the polarization

vector s of the incident and scattered beam,

respectively . For eiastic scattering:

The scattering aniplitude is (-re ) and sinj^s

—* —*E f f - f i s t he polarizat ion factor. The negative
„ 0

sign indicates that a phase shift of ISO occurs in

the scattering process.
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The differential scattering cross-section i s

defined äs the ratio of the numher of photons (dn)

scattered by a single electron into a solid angle

(dA) to the photon flux (<):

l* _ «Jo./«JJL (V)

The photon flux y i 3 the number of photons

passing perpendicularly through a unit area in a
q *

unit time (e.g. 10J photons/cm s). For a plane

polarized inciöent X-ray beam scattered by a free

electron the differential scattering cross-section

is given by:

JSl

whereas Tor an unpolarized incident X-ray beam, äs

is usually the case uhen characteristic radiation

frora a conventional source i s used, the

polarization factor has to be averaged over all

possible values of X In this case the

differential cross sectlon is given by:

i -t-
<lSL
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where 26 is the scattering angle äs defined in

figure 1. (Some authors e.g. Harshall and

Lovesey (1971) denote the scattering angle by 0)

In the case of SR, X-rays are to a large degree

polarized in the plane of the electron orbit. The

component perpendicular to the electron orbit

plane can, however, usually not be neglected.

Thus the polarization factor aust be carefully

calculated or measured in each case, taking into

accourit not only the polarization of the primary

SR beam but also the polarization gaused by the

optical elernents e.g. nirrors , monochromators

and analyzers. An example is glven by Phillips et

al. (1977) for a precession caraera, in a paper

which also contains references to the earlier

literature on polarization factors.

1,3. Scattering by an atora; Atomic scattering

factor.

The scattering amplituüe A^ for a collection of

electrons in an atom is the sum of the scattering

amplitudes of all electrons taking into account

the phase differences arising fron the spatial
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distribution of the electrons which are assumed to

be free.

This assumption is verified for photon energies

nuch higher than tlie binding energy of the

innernost Shell whereas for lower photon energies

the bound character of the atorale electrons

becomes noticable äs discussed in 1.4.

The phase differences can be calculated äs

indicated in flßure 2. The path difference which

is equal to (OA-DH) results in a phase difference

f of 2n (OA-DH)/y)i . flence,

where

i s called ttie scattering vector. Hultiplication

of Eq. (6) by Jv (i.e. the Planck constant

divided by 2H) gives:
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which expresses the law of (iiomentuoi conservation

äs illustrated In figure 3 by the isosceles

oioraentura triangle (Ä ia omitted in this figure).

JR A is thus the momentura transferred by the

electron to the photon. and frequently- when

it is not causing confusion - JC itself 1s called
— t

momentum transfer, the two names of JC , scattering

vector and motüentum transfer, being used

interchangeably. The nodulus of the scattering

vector, äs calculated from figure 3, equals:

('o)

where c is the velocity of light and E the photon

energy. hc is approxinately equal to 12.4 keV K

and thus:

M r"
vb ™̂ ^

if E is expressed in keV and *. in X"1. Takine

Eq.7 into account one obtains the scattering

amplitude of an atoro:

--*.(&•%)
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where r; is ttie position vector of the j-th

electron anü Z is tlte atomic number. Introducing

the electron density function P (r), sucli that

P{ r )dv is the numLer of electrons in the volume

elernent dv one obtains:

The Integration is over the atomic volume.

In crystallography, the atomic scattering factor

is defined äs:

-t„
<*) l _-, = / /r*;

As can be seen, f(X) depends only on the electron

density distribution. Since P(r) and f(<* ) are

related by a Fourier transformation, both

functions are equivalent descriptions of an

—^asseralily of electrons in an atom: P (r) in real
—>

space and f(Ji ) in momentutn space. It can already

be seen from Eq. 14 that l arge distances r in

real space correspond to small Jt in momentum
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space. This relationship and the monentuu space

are discussed in some detail in 1.5. with the

example of the reciprocal lattice.

Figure 1 illustratea the dependence of the atomic

scattering factor on the oodulus of the scattering

vector for Calcium (1=20) and Zirconlum (Z=tO)

atoras äs calculated from the electron density

distributions obtalned fron the Thomas-Fermi-Dirac

statistical model (International Tables for X-ray

Crystallography, 1962),

It is clear from this figure that the atomic

scattering factor

a) is equal to the atomic number Z for forward

scattering (Ü-Q)

b) ia, especially for snall scattering vectors» a

rapidly decreasing function of A- .

•5»
c) decreases more slowly with **• for atoras uith

higher Z.

1.1. Anonalous scattering

As already mentioned earlier at photon energies

close to • the binding energy of the innermost

Shells, an atora can no longer be considered äs an

assembly of free electrons and the equations given
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above have to be niodif jed (see e.g. Anomalous

scattering (1975) and llendin (1980) and references

therein). In this elementary introduction, ue use

the classical theory of dlspersion wliich supposes

tliat the a t oin s scatter electrouiagnetic viaves äs if

tliey consisted of electric dipole oscillators

having certain definite natural frequencies. It

can be shown ttiat the scattering aiaplitude from

such an oscillator is ßiven by :

A = -

where i t i s assumed that the i neident

electromagnetic wave has a unit ampl i tude (cfr

Eq.1) and where Ui4 is the natural frequency of the

oscillator; tosc -Ä ia the frequency of the

incident radiation and t 1s the damping factor.

Thus the scattering factor fe for a dipole

oscillator is:
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For a free electron ( û  =o and Jfs° ) one

obtains, äs eipected, ft =1. Eq. 16 can also be

rey ritten in the following form;

wliich shows that the scattering factor Tor a

dipole oscillator can be consldered äs the sum of

the structure factor of a free electron, a real

term ft and an imaginary term /^ . SJ.milarly,

the atomic scattering factor can be in general

expressed äs:

where / is the structure factor for photon

energles much higher than the binding energy of

the innermost Shell ( u> » UJj ) discussed in

section 1.3 and P and f' are the real and

iniaginary part of the contribution caused by the

presence in the atom of a natural frequency

taclose to the incident photon frequency W. The
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t wo dispers i on corrections are related by the

Kriiiners-Kronig relationship (Kronig and Kramer,

1928):

7l

In practice, it suffices to integrale ov er a

suitable finite ränge of frequencies to obtain

reliable values of f', given the wavelength

dependence of f". The latter is directly related

to the wavelength dependence of the linear

absorbtion coefficient U (w);

A_
N

uhere N is Avoßadro's number and A is the atomic

weißht. The study of tlie correlated behaviour of

f and f" is »f 3p«ci«l interest for elcwents

which exliibib $o-c4l1e4 vdiite lines in their

absorption spectra (see e.g. Lye et al,, 1980,

and references therein, Templeton et al. 19ÖOa,

Templeton et al. 19ÖOb). f and f aisplay

exceptionally lar^e variations over the very

narrou wavelenßtl: ränge of the whJ te line. The
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dependence of f and f" on the wavelength is

illustreted in figure 5 for Caesium. The values

of the real and imaginary part of the atomic

scattering factor can be obtained from various

kinds of measureroents which are briefly discussed

in section 3.1.3.2. It should be noted that

contrary to the values of f , the values of f and

f" are not very dependent on the angle so that at

large momentum transfers the contribution of the

dispersion terms becomes relatively more

important. Applications of anomalous scattering

to structural problems are discussed in 3.1.3.1.

1.5 Scattering from a crystal. Structure factor.

Elastic scattering from crystals is best

understood in terms of the reciprocal lattice,

which is a momentuo space. The brief reminder of

the reciprocal lattice given below gives an

opportunity to become familiär with the concept of

momentum space - an indispensable prerequisite for

the understanding of all scattering phenomena.
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1,5.1 The reciprocal lattice

The unit vectors of Uie elementary cel] in real

~* «* J'space are denoted by Alf aj t **j , and the volume of

""* / ~* ~* ithe unit cell in real apace is ̂  = ̂ya^AOA Tlie

lattice vector leading from a point in one unit

cell to a corresponding point in another cell is
-*

denoted by p, and

wliere p , P , [> are integers. By translation of

the elewentary cell using this lattice vector one

obtains tiie crystal lattice in reajl apa^ce. in

which any aet of crystallographic planes is

characterized by the Miller indices h, k, l, which

are integers without couwion factor.

The reciprocal elementary cell is defined by the

reciprocal unit vectors a* , a* , a* (physicists

frequently denote these vectors by ̂ , , X a"d "3 )

related to the unit vectors of the elementary cell

in real space by the following relations :
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These equations can be aatisfied by chooaing

= ̂ n*,* = $*

Crystallographers usually orait the factor 2 H,

wliereas most solid state physicists include it.

By analogy with the lattice vector, a reciprocal

lattice vector is defined äs

'HKL
IC a* * /.

where H, K and L are integers. By translating the

reciprocal elementary cell using this vector, one

obtains the reciprocal lattice. The relation

betueen the crystal lattice in real space and the

reciprocal crystal lattice is illustrated in

figure 6 for the two dinensional case. As can be

seen, a set of crystallographic planes (hkl) in

real space is represented in the reciprocal

lattice by a point h, k, l given by the reciprocal

lattice vector

- JhÄ- •+-«<*. -r -»• aj (*'J
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perpendicular to tlie set of crystallographic

planes (likl) in real space (physicists denote the
—+ —> —*

reciprocal lattice vector by *]"; H and G are

also in conmion use). Its modulus is

*JU*
o

where d, .. is the interplanar spacing of the (hkl)
Mi

crystallographic planes. It should be noted that

a reciprocal lattice point HKL, where

= nk * n4 L, h t

with ti äs an integer larger than 1 does not

corresponil to any set of crystallographic planes

in real space. 1t corresponds, however, äs can be

shown, to geometrical^ planes in real space,

parallel to the (hkl) planes and separated by

d|||/n. The physical meaning of these reciprocal

lattice points will be coine clear when üiscussing

diffraction. Note that for any p*
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and thus

1.5.2 Scattering frora a crystal. Structure

faotor. Total scattering cross-section.

The simplest crystal corresponds to a Bravais

lattice (one atom per unit cell). In this case
— »

the lattice vectors p- , where j numbers the unit
tf

cells, give the positions of the atoms, and the

scattering arapl itude of the crystal i s given by :

W

0~

w
Z•/='

where it was taken into account that all atoms are

identical and N is the number of unit cells. The

differential scattering cross-section is:

i t
v



As indicated in eq. 21, exp
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= 1 for all

j. Hence, if A is equal to zero or to any

reciprocal lattice vector ?, the Differential

scattering cross-section, — is larjje since all
d&

terms in ttie s um add up in phase. However, äs
— •*
Jtiuoves auüy froro a reciprocal lattice vector, the

terms in the s um rapidly get out of phase and the

right-hand side or Eq. 29 decreases to a

neglißible value. Thus, for each reciprocal

lattice vector, tlie scatlering cross-section

behaves äs a Dirac delta function and hence, Tor a

large crystal, the scattering cross-section can be

expressed äs a s um of Dirac delta functions (P),

each representing the contribution f rom one

reciprocal lattice polnt. It can be shoun that

for a Bravais lattice

L

The atooiic scattering factor f (s ) and the
-* —»

polarization factor (t^L} uhich, in the case of

X- rays ) clepend on s have to be sunimed over s, For

a non-Bravais lattice, the positions of the

N0atoms in the unit cell in real space are given
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by:

wliere m = 1,2 H, numbers the atoms. Note

that Xm , Y»n >3*n are coordinatea expressed in

fractlons of the unit cell vectors, i.e.

o < *" j 0 S v < Oi- 3-*

Eq. 30 can be generalised to a non-Bravais

lattice by introducing the unit cell structure

factor. In the static caset i.e. when thernal

Vibration can be neglected, one obtains the

following formula for the differential scattering

eross section for a non-absorbing crystal of

volume V;

and for the total scattering cross-section
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where

is the unit cell structure faetor.

It follows frooi the definitions of "s and r and

from Eq. 22 that

and thus

As already indicated earlier, this formula is only

valid for a static lattice. In the general case,

however, theruial Vibration which smears out the

electron density, thereby decreasing the atomic

scattering amplitude and thus also the atomic
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structure factor, cannot be neglected. The r DI a l

effects are taken into account by introducing the

temperature factor exp(-Um(s}) into eq. 3o which

yields:

-Z /».(̂ «f (-
*«•=! V

In the simple case of harmonic thermal Vibration

U. (s) is given by:

uhere < at,̂  is the nean aquare displacement of

the m-th atarn in the direction of s. Höre

complicated formulae are required to treat the

case of anharmonic thermal motion.

In oiore general terms ue can consider the unit

cell to have a continuous electron density

distribution, instead of discrete individual

atons, and if P(r) denotes the electron density

distribution function, F(s) can be defined - äs it

was done for an atom - äs
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where the Integration ia over the unit cell.

Clearly, tlie unit celj 3tructure factor is .the

Fourler transforoi of the electron density

distribution function P(r) and vice versa p(r) is
-*

the Fourier transform of F(s). Thus_the unit cell

structure factor is the key quantity to be

roeasured in order to determine the crystal

3tructure_.

It föllowa from Eq. 32 and 33 that a necessary

condition for a terin in the s um to be non-zero is

~* -* 0
that <Ä=-i or in the scalar form, -4 = Z ^*i sin8.

Thi3 is Bragg's lau applied to the scattering

cross-section äs illustrated in Fig. 7 by the

well-known Ewald construction in the reciprocal

lattice. As can be seen from this figure, the

Ewald circle (or sphere in three dimensions) may

cross several reciprocal points (e.g. HKL and

II'K'L*). Thus the Bra&g condition may be

fulfilled for several scattering angles and in

this case one observes several reflections, each

in a different direction. Figure 8 explains, äs

an exauiple, the diffraction of a white colliraated

beam by a single crystal, in terms of the

reciprocal lattice. For reasons of clarity the

Ewald circles are omitted and only the isosceles

triangles illustrating the momentum conservation
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law are shown for the 111, 222, 333....

reflections. These higher order reflections

contained in the diffracted beam cause Problems in

the design of single crystal monochromators. (see

chapter 4)

It ahould be remenbered, in connection with the

Ewald construction, that Ji JC ig the momentum

transferred (in this case by the periodic lattice)

to the photon and thus -n-4 also represents a

momentum. Thus the reciprocal lattice is a

three-dintensional monentura space with unit vectors

tAf .Äa^.-AÄ^and the reciprocal lattice points

repreaent a discrete set of moraenta which can be

transferred to a photon to change its direction of

propagation without change in its energy (elastic

scattering).

It is clear from figure 8 and from the discussion

at the end of 1.3*1 that the lattice points with

M = nh K = nk L s nl

where (hkl) are the Miller indices and n 1s an

integer, correspond to the nth-order reflection

fron the hkl crystallographic plane, which can be

interpreted äs a first order reflection from

planes separated t>y
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It follous from the above that, äs already

mentloned, small distsnces in real space

correspond tu large oiomenta in Moment um space and

vice versa. Thls can be generalised to any

scattering e.g. from atoms, liquidg, aiaorphoua

substances, etc.

Obviously, a non-zero structure factor F(s) is

another necessary condition to have a non-zero

term in the a um in Eqs. 32 and 33.

From Eq. 33 one can see that the total scattering

cross-section is the s um of scattering

cross-section <#-*) for the particular reflections
— »

specified by the reciprocal vector s: i

V •**,*-

In an experiment almed at the determination of a

crystal structure one first has to find a number

of reflections, depending on the conplexity of the

structure. Secondly, one nust find the unit cell

structure factors corresponding to these

reflections by measuring the integrated

intensities äs deacribed in aectlon 1.5.1.
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1.5.3 Angular analysis and energy analysis

Since reflections will only occur if the Bragg
—* ,

condition A. = s is fulfilled one must be able to

change botn the direction of JC relative to the

reciprocal lattice and its magnitude. For the

most frequent case i.e. where the direction of

*̂  is fixed, the direction of Jt relative to the

sample can be changed by reorienting the sample.

For Isotropie saraples, e.g. powdered crystals,

liquids, amorphous substances, thls is obviously

not necessary.

There are two principal methods to vary the

magnitude of Ji äs can be seen from Eq. 10. In

the first method, which 1s usually called angular

analysis or angular dispersive method, one

raeasures the angular distribution of the

dlffracted radiation using a raonochromatic

incident beatn (fixed-4; and Ci } and varles the

scattering angle. The second approach called

energy analysis or energy dispersive method usea a

polychromatic ("white") incident beam at a fixed

scattering angle and neasures the wavelength

(photon energy) distribution of the diffracted

radiation. Figure 9 illustrates the exauple of
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the diffraction pattern of powdered BaTiO,obtained

by the two types of methods.

The eiperiaiental oetails of both types of methods

are beyond the scope of this revieu, but a

schematic representation of the various approaches

is given in Table 1. Some cowments concerning the

less known uliite beam tiethods are raade in section

2.6. The polychromatic powder method ulilizing

Synchrotron radiation was recently reviewed by

Buras (1980) and the polychromatic single crystal

methods are discussed by Buras et al. (1980a).

Laine and Lahteenmaki (1980) published an

annotated bibliography for the period 1960-1978 of

the energy dispersive X-ray diffraction method.

For details concerning the monochroraatic beam

methoda see International Tables for X-ray

Crystallography (1962) and references therein.

1.5.1 Integrated intensity

According to Eq. 33 each reflection should be a

d-function, but in practlce the peak has a non

zero width determined in each of the methods

listed in Table 1, by other factors: spectral
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width of the incident beam in the monochromatic

methods, energy resolution of the solid state

detector in the white beam methods, collimation,

mosaic spread in the case of single crystals etc.

The area under the peak, after background

subtraction, äs defined In figure 10, is called

the integrated intensity. For the monochromatic

beam methods Integration is over the angle, for

the white beam methods over the wavelength. In

the case of a single crystal and a white beam

where 10 (A) is the incident intensity per unit

wavelength, öj. (̂  is the total elastic scattering

cross-section given by Eq. 33 and AB and
Q
"ß correspond to the Bragg condition.

In the case of a single crystal, rotated through

the reflection ränge, and a monochromatic beam of

wavelength A,
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tlie wavelengLh spread of the incident

uionochromatic beam, defined in the case of SR by

the coll imation of the white beam incident on the

monochromator anü the properties of the lat ter ,

(see Chapter 1) Tlius I0 =!„( ^,)Ä-I, is the tMens i ty

of the incident uonochromatic beam.

Formulae for tlie integrated in tens i t ies for all

rnethods l isted in Table 1 are presented in Table 2

(Euras and G e r w a r d , 1975). The f o r m u l a e for

powders correspond to the wiiole Debye-Scherrer

r ing and those for rotat ing single crystals are

for a f ü l l rotat ion around a zone a x i s . J ' denotes

the mul t lp l i c i ty factor for powders and j" is the

number of equivalent reflections in the zone under

study. p is (t^-fr) andAP c the overall spread of

the incident and d l f f rac ted beams de f ined by the

collimation System.

Details concerning formulae for integrated

intensities for the monochromatic beam methods can

be f o u n ü in Internat ional Tables for X-Ray

Crystal lography Vol. 2 (1962). As far äs white

beam methods and relations between the various

formulae listed in Table 2, are concerned the

reader is referred to ßuras and Gerward (1975) and

references therein äs well äs to a recent paper by

K a i m a n (1979).
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All formulae presented in Table 2 were derived in

the kinematic approximation in which the

interaction between the direct and reflected beans

is neglected. The dynamical tneory of diffraction

which takes this interaction into account is

beyond the scope of this elementary introductlon.

The formulae in Table 2 are given for

non-absorbing samples whereas the quantity

measured is:

= f

where A is the measured absorption factor which

for a simple transmission geometry given by

andyü4(J) are the linear absorption

coefficients of the sample and the surrounding

medium respectively, and x and x.are the paths of

the beam in the sample and the surrounding medium,

respectively. Uhen the beam paths are of varying
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l engt h witlun t he sample one h äs to int errate

(usually nunierically) over the irradiated volume

in Order to find the absorption factor. For

Windows etc. other terms should be included in

Eq. '(1. In the case of a monochromatic beaui

= constant and the other terms in Eq. 11

are, in general, also constant. In the case of a

polychrornatic bearn, both M (\) and lAt (/l) are

wavelenßth dependent and thus both terms should be

taken into account.
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2, Diffraction studies with X-rays from

conventional sources and from Synchrotron

radiation sources

2.1 Phase problera

As mentionned before ( 1.5.2), the crucial

quantity in structural studies is the unit cell

—>structure factor F(s). In general it is a complex

nuraber which can be expressed äs

Mhere r ^ 13 the modulus and} is the phase.

In Order to perforn a Fourier transform one must

know both the raodulus and the phase. As can be

seen frora Eqa. 11 and 12 and Table II, the

measurement of integrated intensities, however,

give only the modulus of the structure factor but

not its phase. This creates the so-called "phase

Problem". Various sophisticated techniques have

been developed to get round this problem. One of
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the methods is based on anomalous scattering (see

1.H) and will be discussed in (3.3.1.) The method

relies on the dependence of the atomic scattering

factcir (and its pha&e) on the wavelenßth, äs

indicated in fißure 5, and tlius requires a source

uith a continuous spectruw froia which any

wavelength can be selected. The continuous

ßreiiisstrahlurig even from rotating anöde sources is

not sufficiently intense to perform these

weasureruents whereas it has already Leen shown

(see section 3.3.1) that it is possible to

determine phases using SR.

2,2 Large scattering vectors

In any case, In order to obtain an accurate

Fourier transform (electron density distribution)
-#

it is necessary to measure F(s) in a large ränge
— >

of X . In particular , if one is interested in

the structure at short distances in real space,

one must use data corresponüing t o large

scattering vectors. Jt can be jnade large by

increasing the scattering angle (see Eq. 10) but

even for backscattering (26 = 180**):

/i i
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The short wavelength radiation obtained from X-ray

tubes is usuälly the MoK^radiation with A = 0.711

X (17. 11 keV) and JĈ »» = 17 Ä"'. The useful

radiation from a Synchrotron source extenda to

about 1/5t(5Ec) and thus A = 1? can be obtained

even with a storage ring with a rather long

critical wavelength, e.g. \=3-5 X (Ec= 3-5 keV ) .

Larger values of J£ can be obtained (also at

scattering angles sraaller than 180*) from storage

rings witli smaller At(larger Et) and/or fron

wigglers( whlch shift the whole spectrum towards

shorter wavelengths) installed on a low energy

machine.

It is clear from fable 3 in Chapter 1 that with

the available storage rings, but more so with the

machines under construction, one has the

possibility of ueasuring structure factors in a

much wider ränge than can be done with

conventional sources. This offers a unique

posaibillty for more accurate structure

deternination.

2.3 Sraall scattering vectors
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If one is interested in the s t ruc tura l i'eatures

corresponding to i arge distanees in real space,

one must ii;easure the structure factors

corresponding to suiall scattering vectors.

Decause of strong absorpt ion at very long

wavelength ( low plioton energy) the obvious way of

ob ta in ing measurements at sraall dt-values is to

decrease the sca t te r inß angle. This is the basis

of the sraall angle scattering techniques discussed

in more detail in section 1.

For this type of measurements the excellent

col l imat ion and high intensi ty of SB are of great

advantage . These two fea tures enable to place the

detector far f rom the sample and dose to the

direct beam wliich permits high resolution

measurements at very small angles.

2.t Small samples

As shown in Table II the integrated intensity is

direct ly proport ional to the product of the

incident intensi ty and sample v Ginnte in the

monochromatic beam methods and to the product of

incident in tens i ty per un i t wave leng th and sample
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volunie in the white beam methods, Thua the more

intense and brißhter the source, the s.t . i he

sample can be for tlie saine rueasured sî ,.. '. '.his

is especially important in cases where only minute

samples can be used (e.g. very small biological

single crystals, powders in diamond anvil high

pressure cells, thin films either freely suspended

or on a surface).

The gain arising from the high intensity of SR

sources äs compared with conventional sources is

obviously larger for uhite beam methods than for

monochromatic beara methods. There is still,

however, a large gain for monochromatic beam

methods which might dramatically increase when

undulators for the X-ray region become available.

2.5. Resolution

As discuased in detail in Chapters 3 and 4, a

monochromatic beam of any wavelength can be

selected frora the continuous SR spectruro. In

addition to this tunability, a large variety of

raonochroinators enables one to tailor the beam to

the experirnent, both regarding monochromaticity
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and collimation in a w i de ränge of AH und A*l .
—>

The small A4 and Altäre especial ly imporLänt for

hißh resolut i on li.edsuremenLs. Tltis favourab le

Situation results t* roni t he excellent intrinsic

collimation of SK and its high intensity, parL of

which can be sacr i f iced in favour of resolution.

2,6 V/hite beaiu d i f f ractometry

As a lready mentioned under 2 .3 , whi te radiation

f roia S R sources is much tiiore intense t h an

Breinsstrahlung f rom conventional sources. Other

advanta^es of SK, for wlu te beam intthuda, äs

cowpared uith conventional sources, are (Duräs,

1980):

(a) a sin DO t h and continuous spectrum u i thout

characterist ic l ines.

(b) a spectrum vMuch extends Lo larger photon

energies tlian in tLe case of conventional sources.

(c) a spectrum w h i c n cart be calculated. This is

espec ia lJy Important for the white beam methods

wliich require the knowledge of the incident

spectrum L0 (A) for structure factor calculations.

(d) a Polarisation wliich dependerice on photon
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energy can be calculated.

(e) a hißhly collimated i neident beam.

(f) a high intensity which can be traded off

against resolution.

2.7 Samples wlth large unit cells.

It follows from Table II that in all methods the

integrated intensity is inversely proportional to

the square of the unit cell volunie in real space.

Thus crystals uith large unit cells give smaller

integrated intensities, and in order Lo obtain a

measurable Signal it is neeessäry to increase the

incident intensity. In addition, for these

crystals, tlie Separation between reflection in

reciprocal space becomes smaller so that a highly

collimated beam is needed to achieve the required

order to order resolution. These two requi r einen t s

make SR an outstanding source in macromolecular

crystalloßraphy.(see 3.1.1)
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2,8 Polarization.

The higli deeree of Polarisation of SR in the plane

of the orbit (horizontal plane) (see the

Polarisation factor in Eq. m } indicates that

although there are technical probleras, a vertical

scattering plane which also uses the high

intrinsic collimation of SR is more favourable.

The Polarisation factor for each reflection should

be carefully calculated, even if this is in

general rnore difficult than in the case of

non-polarised characteristic radiation froiu

conventional sources.

2.9 Absorption and fluorescence

In the monochrotnatic beam method, absorption can
i

be diministied by using a short wavelength or one

for whlch the absorption of the sample is minimal.

Here again, the advantage of having the

possibility to select any wavelength from a

continuous spectrum is obvious. In a similar way

one can reduce the fluorescence radiation frora the
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sample, uhich often obscures the measurements.

2.10. Extinction

As is well known, extinction decreases with

decreasinfc wavelength and thus extrapolation to

zero wavelength of the Signal oeasured at

different wavelength enables - at least in

principle - to obtain extinction-free data. In

any case, the tunability of SR permits a direct

lest of the occurence of extinction and ita

reduction by the use of an incident monochrouatic

beam with a shorter wavelength. In the white beam

method the wavelength dependent extinction causes

some difficulties.
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3. .Applications of Synchrotron Radiation

3,1 Crystal structure determination

3.1.1 Introduction

Perhaps not unexpectedly there have been, until

now, relatively few experiments using SR in this

fielt! except for biological appl ications. The

reasons for this Situation are to be found In the

differences, both qualitative and quantitative,

between macromolecular and • conventional

crystallography äs explained below.

As ahoun previously, the integrated intensity of a

Bragg reflection in the case of monochromatic

incident radiation is proportional to

i l* A l t»)

uhere LU is the incident intensity on a crystal of

völume y, unit cell volume v and absorption factor
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A for the uavelengthA.

The inverse relationship between the integrated

intensity and V» iciplies that aa V, increases the

total elastic scattering by electrons in the

saaiple is distributed over an increasing number of

reflections which are on average weaker. Another

complication arises from the fact that proteins in

the crystalline state are less ordered than ia

usually the case for small molecules, This

disorder is static äs well äs dynamic so that the

diffraction pattern usually does not eitend to the

limit set by the wavelength. Further, it it

difficult to obtain large protein crystals.

Crystals with dimensions of 1 - 2 mm corresponding

to the optimal thickness given by the Inversion of

the linear abaorption coefficient for wavelength

around 1.5 X can only rarely be obtained.

Finally, protein crystals are also very sensitive

to radiation damage, the higher Order reflections

uhich contain Information about the details of the

structure being oore äffected. It appears that

radiation damage is to a large extent due to the

formation of free radicals and, once started,

degradation continues regardless uhether the

crystal is still exposed to X-rays or not. The

most obvious solution to all these problens is to
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increase the intensity of tlie incident radiation

and tlils is what, among other reasons, m a de SR

attractive to protein crystallographers (for a

review see Gartunik et al., 1982).

3.1.2. Hacromulecular crystallography.

3.1.2.1. Experimental

For tnacromolecular crystallography one has to

consider, besides intensity, another important

Parameter uhich is the Signal to noise ratio at

the detector. In the case of film, the S/H ratio

is enhanced when the spot size is small because

this detector responds to the number of quanta per

unit area. Electronic detectors are not subject

to the same limitation, but again a small spot

size is desirable to obtain a good Separation of

adjacent spots (order to order resolution).

The bandpass of the monochromator must be narrou

enough to have a negligible effect on the spot
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size. For a continuous source, only perfect

crystals are adequate in this respect. Füll use

of the available photons for these applications

can thus only be achieved using narrow bandpasa

demagnlfying, focusing optlcs. Until now most

normal and high resolution data collection in

macroraolecular crystallography, has been performed

using film. (For a general discussion see Fourrae

(1979))' Honochromatisatlon and focusing in the

horizontal plane are obtained by assyninietrically

cut curved crystal nonochromators. An adjustable

cylindrical curvature can be conveniently achieved

with a triangulär shaped Ge(111) crystal oounted

in a cantilever fashion. . (Lemonnier et al.

(1978). Hendrix et al. (1979)). The optimal

settings for such Systems have been calculated by

Helliwell and Morgan (1961). A log-spiral

curvature monochromster has been descrlbed by Uebb

et al (1977). The main drawbacks of these devices

are the wavelength dependence of the bandpass

(Leraonnier et al. (1978)) and the rotation of the

nonochrouiatic bean in the horizontal plane when

the wavelength is changed.

Focusing in the vertical plane is obtained by

total external reflection of the X-ray bean by

mirrors, which also removes most of the higher
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order harwonics . Sat isfactory results have been

obtained with segmented oiirrors (Hendrix et al.

{197'J». U s u a l l y , with ex i s t in fc sources, the

cross-section ob ta ined w i th m i r r o r - monochromator

devices is a p p r o x i m a t e l y 0.5 x 0.5 OIPI so tha t most

of the beaiu is intercepted by crystals wi l l - normal

dimerisions. The sl ight conver^ence of the beam is

optimal äs far äs angular resolut ion and filir,

detection are concerned, äs i l lus t ra ted in f igu re

11.

The focused Monochroinatic beam s can be best

compared wi th that of a ro ta t ing anöde source w i th

mirror - monochrornator focusing. The convergence

angles are siailar and provide the high angular

resolution which l s requi red to s tudy crystals

wi th l arge cell dimensions, but the beams obtained

fron SR sources are approx imate ly two order of

magn i tude more intense wi th the addit ional

advan tage of t u n a b i l i t y .

The coioparison w i t h non-focused, col l imated

divergent beam frora rotat ing anodes is less

stra ißht-forward: The gain in intensi ty is

smaller but the qua l i ty of data is much higher

w i t t i SR due to the focusinß georaetry.

Precession cameras uere used for data collection

in Liie ear ly feas ib i l i ty studies (Phi l l ips et al.
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1976), whereas nowadays füll three-dimenaional

data are routinely collected with niodified

Arndt-Uonacott oscillation cameras. (Lemonnier et

al. 1978; Fourme 1979, Bartunik et al., 1981).

Scaling errors due to intensity fluctuations of

the source can be compensated by monitoring the

incident beam intensity with a sraall ionization

chamber placed between the collimator and the

crystal (Bartunik et al. 1981). Processing and

digitizing of films which are recorded at rates of

100 - 700 per 21 hours is a considerable problem.

Data reduction is done in the conventional May,

except for a modified Polarisation correction

(Eartels, 1981).

Data have also been collected with a modified

four-circle diffractometer (Phillips et al. 1979)

on a focused uonochromatic beam obtained from a

toroidal mirror - double crystal system (Hastings

et al. 1978). Thia Instrument 1s accurate but

its data collection efficiency for complex

structures is too low uhen equipped with a single

detector. For this reason there is considerable

interest in the development of area detectors

which hopefully will supersede film for nany

crystallographic appllcations in the near future,

although one should be aware that many Problems
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still reroain to be solved. The raost populär

Systems are based on multiwire proportional

chambers (MW PC) which are photon courtting

detectors. Several Systems oriented towards

raacromolecular crystallograplly with SR are in

various stages of development at Stanford

(Phizackerley et al. I960), Nouosibirsk (Baru et

al. 1978), Hamburg (EIIBL) (Gabriel et al. 1978}

and Orsay (Charpak et al. (1978), Kahn et al.

(1980)). fi not her approach i s based on an

integrating TV detector (Arndt and Gilmore 1979).

3.1.2.2. Resu l t s .

The feasibility studies were made with various

crystals, including small crystals and crystals

with a very large unit cell using relatively low

X-ray fluxes (Phillips et al 1976; Harmsen et al.

1976). Füll three-din:ensional data have since

been collected at higher intensities for perhaps

twenty five native pratein crystals and heavy atom

derivatives, using dedicated oscillation cameras

installed at DCI and DORIS (Fourme 1979 and

Bartunik et al., 1981 ). A large part of this
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data has been fully processed, general features

have emerged:

The angular resolution and signal-to-noise ratio

of pictures compete in quality uith those obtained

with the best conventional equipment, i,e,

rotating anöde X-ray tubes with rairror -

monochromator optics.

A higher dose rate is favourable for data

collection and more daba will be, in most cases,

collected from a givert crystal with SR. As a

result, data are usually obtained at higher

resolution and smaller crystals can be used.

Useful data has been collected for crystals with

dimensions äs amall äs 50 - 100/Mn. Further

reduction of the crystal aize would, houever,

require a substantial reduction in parasitic

scattering äs well äs new methods of sample

handling. First experiments also indicate that

even better results can be obtained with low

temperature equipiuent due to a reduction of

radiation damage and thermal motion. A low

temperature device for use with SR has been

described by ßartunik and Schubert (1981).

A numoer of groups are in the process of building

electron density maps or refining their raodels,

using SR data.
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3.1.3 Anoiaalous scattering.

3.1.3.1 Introduction

The feature of SR which is perhaps most attractive

to crystallographcrs and especially prote i n

crystallographers is the tunability of the source.

Already now, wuvelen&th shorter than tha t of the

traditional CuK^line are increasingly used to

obtain higher resolution data or to decrease the

raagnitude of the absorption correction.

Ilowever, the mal n asset of tunability results from

the possibili lies given by the use of anomalous

scattering techniques, which can be applied most

efficiently when the structural urtit contains one

or several atoms uith absorptiort edges in the

ränge of 0.6 - 3.1 fl, i.e. elements with Z ̂  51

(L edges) or U2 ^ Z ^ 20 (K edges). The

traditional solution to the phase problem in

niacromolecular crystallography i s Multiple

Isomorphous Replacement (MIR) (Green et al.

1954). The metliod relies on changes in scattering

produced by isomorphous uietal s übst i tu t Ions and

requires the native crystals plus at least two
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isomorphous derivatives. Suitable derivatives are

often difficult to obtain and isomorphisra is

always.to some extent, imperfect.

Another source of phase Information is derived

from anomalous scattering by the heavy atom(s)

bound to the macrocnolecules (see 1.1). The real

part f of the anomalous scattering has a phase

equal to that of the normal scattering and the

imaginär y part f'' i s phase-advanced by 71/2;

thus in noncentrosymcietric crystals, Friedel's Law

(F(s)= F(-s)) is no longer obeyed. Heasurement of

Bijvoet pairs (F(s) and F(- s)) can resolve the

phase ambiguity so that only the native crystal

and a single heavy atom derivative are required äs

illustrated in figure 12. (Single Isomorphous

Replacement plus Anomalous Scattering or SIRAS).

Although a few atructures have been solved by this

method, it is more frequently used to improve the

accuracy of phase Information derived from

multiple isomorphous replacement (Blow 1958).

Anomalous scattering effects alone can be used to

completely determine the phases (Raman 1959), äs

the real and imaginary parts of the anoroalous

scattering are wavelength-dependent. Changes in

the real part are analogous to isomorphous

replacement. Thus measurernents using several
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different wavelengths and a single derivative are

in principle sufficient Lo solve the phase

Problem. II Dijvoet pairs are measured, two

wavelenßtlis are required äs shown in Figure 13;

if the ßijvoet pairs are not measured, each

reflection must be measured at three Havelengths.

The larßest changes in the f and f 1 1 values are

observed when the wavelengtti is varied close

through an absorption edge of the anomalous

scatterer.

Uhereas conventional sources with their

characteristic gmission lines strongly l imi t the

scope of multiple wavelength experimenta (lloppe

and Jakubowski, 1975), the easily tunable narrow

bandpass X-ray beam available at SR sources offers

tremendous possibilities for these roeasurements.

Altiiough only few multiple wavelength experiments

have yet been reported with SR, many efforts in

the development of methods and data acquisition

are converging, to allow routine use of these

techniques at least for macromolecules of medium

complexi ty.
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3.1.3.2 Hethodology

To start with, the anomalous scattering terms must

be determined äs a function of A , f11 is related

to the absorption croas-section <f(***) and can be

found by least squares refinement from diffractlon

experiments (Phillips et al. 1978) or from

absorption experiraents using an EXAFS Instrument

(Templeton ei al. 19&0a). f can be also derived

in diffraction experiments, from absolute

intensity measureroents (Freund 1975) or from

interferometry (Bonse and Haterlik 1976). f and

f" are related by Kramers Kronig relationship (see

section 1.1). Sharp anomalies in the absorption

spectrum on the high energy side of an absorption

edge - the so-called white linea - are frequently

observed in EXAFS spectra. The corresponding

amplitude modulations of f and of f are of

special interest because both components are

substantially modified over a narrow ränge of

wavelengths. This is the case for e.g. Caesium

(L-edges) and cobalt (K-edge) (Phillips et al.

1978).

There are several ways to use anomalous

scattering;
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- optimised f"-SIRAS method

The method of SIRAS is useful uhere only a single

iaomorphous derivative can be obtained and is

especially suitable for a large protein with

little or no ceutric data. 4 should be chosen so

äs to maxiroize f''.

The measurement of Bijvoet pairs may be avoiüed if

data are collected a t two wavelengths on both

sides of an absorption edge (Arndt 1978) •

- two (tliree) wavelength method with (witliout)

Bijvoet pair measurements.

To use this approach f raust be substantially

different for the various wavelengths. The method

is well suited for studies of metalloproteins or

proteins for which only a non-isomorphous

derivative can be prepared.

Heasurements at three differenL wavelengths,

without Bijvoet pair Information are analogous to

tlie measurement of the native form and two

derivates because of the Variation of f' with

(Herzenberg and Lau 1967).

Heasurements of Bijvoet paira at two wavelengths

on both sides of an absorption edge give also a

unique value for the phase.

Various data collection strategies for
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multiwavelenßth rneasurements have been analysed by

Phillips arid Hodgson (19ßO), using Computer

sitnulations vjith the anomalous scattering data

from cesiuu. They estiruated the lower li i

.|e wean phiise crror for various scheues, .. '. int;

errors in intensity measurements and protein

molecular weicht. The results stiow that the

usefulness of these methods is clearly related to

the development of fast and accurate data

collection methods.

Hultiwavelenßth experiments on protein crystala

with SR have been reported by Phillips et al.

(1977), Phillips (1978) and Bartunik et al.

(1979).

The experimental requirements of niultiwavelength

methods have been discussed by Arndt (1978) and

Fourme (1979). The Instruments have to be

equipped with a narrOH bandpass monochromator,

allowing fast and accurate tuning äs well äs an

electronic area detector designed for accurate

intensity rueasurements a t high count rate s.

Hultiwire proportional chamber or TV- Systems will

probably fulfill these requirements.
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3.1.3.3 A p p l i c a t i o n to small and mediuui-s ized

s t ructures

Anoiualous techniques wil l certainly fce ex l remely

useful for the determinat ion of medium-sized

s t ruc tures , an area wliere heavy atom methods and

direct methods are still d i f f i cu l t to use and

uhere isoiHorphous derivatives are rarely obtained.

H a n y interest ing substances fall in this category.

An e x a m p l e is provided by a polypept ide , cation

bound g r a m i c i d i n A for which anomalous data were

collected at a wavelengt l i where the f ' -va lue of

the anomalous scatterer (cesiuin) is m a x i m u m ,

resulting in an improved electron densi ty map.

(Phillips, 1970).

3.1.1 Crysta l lograpt ly of samples in special

environments

In all exper i inents of this type both the inc ident

and acat tered beam wüst penetrate some Windows and

thus the recorded intensi ty is reduced by

absorpt ion. In some cases (e .ß . samples in a
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diamond anvil cell) the sample is very small (of

the order of 10~ mm*} and there are some

restrictions concerning the available ränge of the

scattering angle. Thus the tunability, the high

spectral brightness and high intensity, and the

possibility - whenever appropriate - to use the

energy-dispersive method makes SR sources ideal

for this type of studies. So far only a few high

pressure experiroents - some äs feasibility stuclies

have been perforraed (Buras et al. 1977, Buras

et al. 1978, ßenedict et al. I960, Hinze et al.

1980, and Olsen et al. 1981 at DORIS; Skelton,

1980, Manghnani et al. 1981 and Ruoff, 1981 at

SSRL). All these studies were done on pouders and

have clearly demonstrated the great advantage of

energy dispersive diffractton at SR aources for

high pressure uork. For example, at DORIS

(electron energy 4-1.5 GeV, 20 - 40 mA) useful

djffraction patterns were obtained in 500 - 1000

sec. (at least one order of raagnitude faster than

at conventional sources), with improved resolution

and a better peak-to-background ratio. Figure 11

shows, äs an example, the diffraction pattern of

powdered YbH.at atraospheric pressure and at 282

kbar in a diamond anvil cell (Olsen et al. 1981).

Owing to the very good collimation of the incident
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SH beam the diffraction lines originating from the

gasket, which usually obscure the pattern, are

absent.

As concerns high temperature studies again only a

few test-experiments have been perf ormed. A

follow-up of the Mn-«Mn-(j phase transformation

and theniial expansion coefficient measureinents of

Kn-«iin the ränge of 25*C - 690*C (Euras et al.

1977) and the study of Y.O-in the temperature

ränge of 25°C - 1900°C (Buras et al. 1980b) usine

the energy-dispersive technique at DORIS were

reported. Recently, Manghnani et al.(198l) have

performed energy dispersive X-ray diffraction

uieasurements at SSRL on NnF» atuJ 're'V >

3ipiultaneously at hißh pressures and high

temperatures (250°C), using a diaraond anvil cell.

3.1.5 Differential crystallography,

3.1.5.1 Introduction.

The Variation of an external parameter e.g.

temperature, pressure, stress, magnetic or
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el&ctric field ,applied to a single crystal can

induce structural modifications which are

reflected by amall variations of the intensities

and/or positions of the Bragg peaks. A

quantitative description of these modifications

can be derived from very accurate intensity

measurements, using differential techniques to

minimize experimental errors, and the variations

of the relevant structural parameters can be

obtained from the differential intensity data by

least squares methods. These procedures are also

applicable to the study of weak effects like

magnetic scattering. The data can be collected

using a diffractometer with a single counter

measuring predetermined reflections for short

periods in a cyclic manner and integrating the

Signal corresponding to the sarae values of the

variable parameter separately. This procedure has

to be repeated for a sufficient number of

reflections, depending on the problem. Uith SR

the times required to achieve suitable counting

statistics are considerably shortened. This also

reduces the experimental constraints e.g.

mechanical stability, extreme temperature or

pressure conditions etc) and makes the study of

very weak effects a practical proposal.
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Two applications of these methods will be

discussed here. The first uses the unusual

polarization characteristics of SR and the second

relies on the tunability of the source.

3.1,5.2. Magnetic diffraction.

Diffraction of X-rays is usually interpreted in

terms of the Thomson scattering mechanism (see

t.2). It would thus seem that X-rays only give

Information about Charge density, the electron

spin density being ignored. In f act, äs already

pointed out, the magnetic moraent associated with

the spin also interacts with the magnetic field of

tlie incoming radiation, th spin dependent part of

the scattering ampl itude being roughly

proportional to the momentum transferred from the

photon to tlie electron. In elastic scattering the

transferred niornentum, i.e. the scattering vector,

is of the Order of 4\jr (r rßohr radius). As a

result, spin effects can usually be neglected.

The magnitude of the effects to be expected in

X-ray diffraction from magnetic compounds was

first calculated by Platzman and Tzoar (1970) and
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the predictions werfe confirmed by the experiments

of de Bergevin and ßrunel (1972). Further

Experiments tnade with a Standard source on

antiferroraagnets and ferroinagnets have been

published together with the basic formulae (Brunel

and de Bergevin, 1981, de Bergevin and Brunel,

1981).

In the case of antiferromagnetic structures ,e.g.

hematite, the symmetries of the atoroic magnetic

woments result in superstructure reflections with

intensities which are of the order of 10 times

weaker than those of the structure reflections.

for ferro or ferrimagnetic compounds, the order

between magnetic spins does not affect the

periodicity nor the space group, but the theory

predicta a weak supplementary term to the Thomson

scattering intensities äs observed on iron and

zinc apineig with Standard sources. Experiments

on zinc spinel have been corapleraented by

measureraents with circularly polarized X-rays

emitted by a storage ring (Brunel et al. 1979).

In this case, the additional term is given by T F

S.O. where T ia the rate of circular polarization,
<v V

F the Thomson scattering structure factor, S is

the magnetic structure factor (spin density) and Q

is a geometrical terin. As illustrated in Figure
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15 the Instrument used at LURE-DCI consists of s

vertical axls ßonioweter installed behind a curved

crystal nionochromator. Tlie de vice can be

translated vertically across the beam to change

tlie deßree of circular Polarisation. The powdered

sample was magnetized along the s um uf the

incident and diffracted wave vector^, and the

magnetization was inverted every 20 seconds. The

relative differences (Al/I) between the two

intensities derived from oieasurements for several

reflections uere in good agreeioent with the

theoretical values.

Apart from this particular eicperiment, magnetic

scattering nay be complementary to neutron

diffraction to determine spin arrangements because

of the difference in interaction between X-ray

Photons and spins and between neutron and spins.

Other possible applications concern the study of

compounds which are highly absorbing for neutrons.

Conversely, düe to the weak penetration of X-rays

in bulk matter, this radiation can be used to

analyze magnetic effects near a surface or in thin

materials.
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3.1.5.3. Anomalous scatterine studies

Experiments with Cr K„radiation have shown that

the application of an electrlc field to a rutile

crystal induced small changes in the intensities

of Bragg peaks. From the analysis of these

variationa äs a function of the wavelength, it is

possible to derive f and f"-values for the

tItanium ion. Preliminary measurements have been

performed across the titaniuu K-absorption edge.

(Lissalde et al. 1979) using SR with a tunable

monochromator.

3.1.5.1. Photochenical perturbation.

The photodissociation reaction of the complex

between carbon monoxyde and the protein myoglobin

(CO-Hyoglobin) is being studied by Bartunik et al.

(1981). In these experiments which ain at

establishing changea In the tertiary structure of
ML

myoglobin, a Xe Cl excimer laser pumping a dye

(Rhodanese 6G) laser, uhich delivers a 10 ns pulse

of approximately 200 Mi at 590 nra with a frequency
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of 5Mz, i3 used to irradiate a small crystt l (200

X 200 X 30 uV) of CO-llyoglobin cooled to-20"C.

The time course of the intensities of a selected

set of Braßg reflections is followed uith a time

resolulion of 500*s using a Position sensitive

detector. Several relections show a very

significant change {increase or decrease} of

intensity ininiediately af ter the laser flaah

followed by an exponential relsxation (tjt- 3 ma).

Thia can be interpreted äs the rate of rebinding

after production of a transient deoxy stete by the

laser flash. Thermal effects seein to be

negligible under the experimental conditiona and

shifts or broadening of the reflections have not

been observed.

3.1.6. Accurate laeasurement of structure factors.

Electron density distribution and chemical

bonding.

Charge density determinations are generally

carried out by a coinbination of X-ray and neutron

diffraction. The X-ray data yield the electron

density whereas the neutron data give the
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positions and thermal parameters of the nuclei.

Until now, these studies have provided qualitative

and, to a lesser txtent, quantitative reaulta

which can be correlated with other physical

measurements (e.g. Cowpton scattering) and with

quantum clieraical calculationa. Accuracies of the

order of 11 can be obtained for the structure

factors and an improvement of a factor of 10 is

aimed for.

Available results are limited by aystenatic errors

due to extinction, absorption and multiple

diffraction. Further, the lack of suitable

sources and detectors limits the collection of the

large nuraber of high order reflexions which are

accessible at low temperature. For coraplex

Systems, data collection timea become impractical

with conventional equipnent.

SR sources have potentially several advantages for

this type of studies. Their high intensity would

allow to collect high order and quasl-forbidden

reflexions which carry important electronic and

vlbrational Information in comparatively ahort

t im es. The reduction in data collection t i Die

would also substantially simplify the experiments

since, for instance, the crystal would only have

to be kept at low temperatures for a few hours or
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days instead of weeks or months.

The high brilliance of the source woulci allou to

reduce the size of the sample which in turn would

reduce absorption and extinction äs well äs

eliminate many of the uncertainties presently

associated with structure factor measurements.

Further reduction of absorption and extinction can

be achieved by using short wavelengths wliich are

readily available from high energy storage rings

with critical wavelengths of 1 S or below or from

uiggler magnets. The short wavelengths also give

the possibility to increase the resolution (see

section 2.3). The plane polarized nature of SR

provides a way to eliminate extinction effects

froin single crystal data using a method suggested

by Hathieson (1977). This raethod involves the

reflexion of plane polarized X-rays diffracted in

the H -mode (Compton and Allison, 1935) from a

crystal plane. Measuretnents of integrated

intensity are roade over a ränge of 28 on either

side of 26= 90 and a suitably chosen function of

the intensities is plotted against 26 and

extrapolated to the lirait 28 = 90*. The

prerequisite for this method is a tunable source

of plane polarized X-rays. Combination of a

channel-cut monochromator and a solid state
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detector would provide the basis for such

measurements with SR. The beara has a steady decay

in intensity (-0.1 ) per rainute). Further, with

present day sources, the positional stability and

short term intensity fluctuations are limiting

factors. The available area detectors do not yet

have the required accuracy for most measurements.

However, if the present rate of development

continuous one may envisage the development of

electron density determination into an analytical

technique of general applicability.

3.1.7. High resolution powder studies.

High resolution powder diffraction patterns can be

obtained using a triple axis spectrometer with SR

(see Section 5.1.3.4). Preliminary data obtained

at HASYLAB by Buras for naphtalene show a füll

width half maximum (FHHH) of 0.025* ( f( = 1.5t K,

2&= 19*) which corresponds to an improvement of a

factor of 5 compared with patterns obtained with

conventional sources. Higher resolution powder

diffraction patterns in conjunction with the

Rietveld (1969) profile fitting method should make
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it possible to extend structural studies on

powdered sauiples to Materials witli larger unit

cells.

3.2. Topography

3.2.1. Introduction,

X-ray topograpliy (XRT) is a non-destructive

iruaging technique providing a map of extended

defects in quasi-single crystals. The method is

based on the differences in reflecting power

between perfect and distorteü regions of a crystal

uhich manifest themselvea in the intensi ty

distribution witliin a ßragg reflection. The

nature and the dimension of the defects can be

deduced from the intensity profile, the

interpretion of the observations being mainly

based on the dynamical theory of diffraction.

Topographie techniques for SR are described in

detail in a recent review {Sauvage and Petroff,

1980). They will only be discuased very briefly

here and illustrated with some applications. Doth
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tlie Mhite beam technique (ÜBT) and the

monochromatic beam technique (HBT) will be

described.

3.2.2 Hhite beam topography (WBT)

3.2.2.1 Experiraental techniques, advantages and

limitations.

YJBT is based on tlje Laue technique: Any

crystalline material immersed in a white X-ray

beam diffracts along given directions, according

to ßragg's law:

provided the reflection HKL is not syatematically

absent. Each Spot in the Laue pattern is a

topograph (Guinier and Tennevin 1949, Schulz,

195t). High resolution experiments require

geometrical resolutions of a few cnicrons and an SR

source with its very low divergence is an

exceptional tool in this respect (Tuomi et al.
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1971; Hart, 1975) äs illustrated in Fißure 16.

The maximuBi geometrical resolution (R) is given

by:

R r 3 p- p f*j)

for a source with average dimension S, a sauple to

source distance p and a sample detector distance

p' provided p ̂  St wherej1 is tlie apex antile of

tlie cone in which each point of the source emits

X-rays. The latter requirement i s achieved for

all X-ray storage rings for values of p larger

than 20 iu. Since the value of p 1 is usually about

5 cm resolutions between 1 and 15 An can be

achieved with ex i st int sources (tmut^ S ( 6 mm) us

iii£ large values of p, of the order of 20 to 50 m.

The experimental setting is simple although great

care must be taken to obtain a satisfactory signal

to noise ratio. The main parts of the Instrument

are a shutter or chopper, a slit systera, a

remotely controlled goniometer and a detector:

film Systems nith automatic plate changer or high

resolution TV detector. Since sample-detector

distances of 10 or 20 cm can often be tolei*ated

bulky ancillary equipment e.g. magnets, furnaces,

cryostats can be installed around the sample

without too many Problems. In addition to being

relatively simple to use, tlie ÜBT has several
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advantages:

- Since the spectrum of the incident SR is

continuous there is no need for accurate

orientation of the crystal and the WUT is able to

accomodate any slight raodification induced by the

changes in environment (e.g. stress, temperature,

electric fielet), tlarped crystals and sample nith

subgrains or grain boundaries can be properly

imaged. Reconstructed topographs of

polycrystalline saoiples have also been obtained

(Stephenson et al. 1970).

- Contrary to the conventional Lang method (1959)

two dimensional pictures can be obtained without

scanning.

The various spots which are recorded

simultaneously provide complementary Information

about the saue sample and allow quick defect

identification.

These features added to the high intensity of SR

lead to an enormous reduction of the time scale of

the experiments without sacrifice of Information.

Exposures with high resolution photographic plates

take only a few seconds or minutes. Although TV

cameras provide real time detection the resolution

and sensitive area of these devices must be

significantly improved to coiopete in quality with
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f i lm . (Sauvage , 1978)

The m a i n l imi ta t ion of the ÜBT lies in the

d i f f i cu l t i e s i n v o l v t d in Computing the

cont r ibu t ion of the var ious hannonics to an Image

äs well äs in compar in fc the integrated intensit ies

of d i f f e ren t Images. Little at tent ion has yet

been paid to the study of defect contrast in this

method ( l l i l ta t , 1900). Further l imi ta t ions ar ise

froin the fact that • Lhe WUT is not sensi t ive to

warpage w l i i c h niakes separate iinaging of

niisoriented areas which are superimposed in the

bearn path d i f f i c u l t .

3.2.2.2. Appl ica t ions .

In tuost appl ica t ions i /h ich have been r : . t d so

f a r , the e f fcc t of fuod i f i ca t ions of i, i , . i ple

envi ron iucn t on t he crystal Organ i sa t i on was

fol lowed by ra|.<id sequences of topographs. The

re levant parameters , uliich are varied in k ine t ic

exper iwen t s , are , for ins tanee , mechanical stress,

theriiial treaUients and magnet ic or electr ic

fields.

f tesul ts have been publ is l ied on plastic de fo rma t ion
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(l'.iltat and Bowen, 1979), recrystallisation and

crystal grouth (Gastaldi and Jourdan, 197B, Mac

Cormact: and Tanner, 1978, Jourdan and Gastaldi,

1979, Gastaldi and Jourdan, 1979), misfit

dislocations and phase transitions (Bordas et al.

1975, Petroff and Sauvage, 1978), polytypes

(Steinberger et al. 1977), magnetic domains

(Tanner et al. 1976, Sery et al. 1978, Safa and

Tanner, 1978, Chikauba and Tanner 1979, Clark et

al. 1979, Stephenson et al. 1979). Other papers

are more technique oriented (Tanner et al. 1977,

Buckley-Golder et al. 1977, Stephenson et al.

1978, Hartraann, 1977, Hiltat and Dudley, I960) or

present a review of the field (Authier, 1977,

Sauvage and Petroff, 1980, Hiltat, 1900)

Further progress in kinetic experiments is

ctependent on the availability of better electronic

detectors and especially of storage rings with

higher spectral brilliance. Improvements in these

areas would allow to lower the time resolution

down to a feu t.iilliseconds which would be adequate

to study, for instance, crack propagation or

plastic deforraation under high stress (Farge and

Duke, 1979).
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3.2.3. llonochroiitatic beam topography (MUT)

3.2.3.1. Experimental.

HOT (for a reccnt review see Sauvage, 1981) is

complementary to UDT but requires more elaborate

experimental arrangements like those developed for

second generation experiments both at LURE-DCI

(Orsay) (Sauvage, 1978), SSRL (Stanford) (Parrish

and Ericlison, 1970) and IIASYLAB (Hamburg) (Bonse

and Fisher,198UThese Instruments are especially

designed high ' accuracy two axis spectroraeters

wliich preserve polarization and take advantage of

tlie smaller vertical ilivergence by liaving all

diffracted beams confined in the vertical plane.

The monochrociator, raounted on the first axis, is

tailored to raeet the experimental requirements in

terms of bandpass, exit divergence, tunability,

harnionic rejection and tail suppression. Among

other possibilities it can be designed to have a

bandpass and a divergence similar to that of a

conventional source with, however, the advantage

of higher intensity and tunability. Usually, the

tnonochromator is a grooved silicon o r ge r man i um
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single cryütal with one or more reflections (see

Chapter 1) It should be mentionned that the raost

important paraweter in the Interpretation of

Images is the ratio of the divergence A» of the

monochroroatized beam and the intrinsic uidth (o )

of the sample reflection profile. Uhen AB«o the

plane wave contrast theory applies, whereas for

6>>« the kir.eniatic theory dominates in low

absorption wafers (Sau vage and Petroff 1 980) .

3.2.3.2 Applications.

The MBT was used to obtain stroboscopic

observations of time dependent distörti cm3 of

moving magnetic domain walls and uall junctions in

Fe-Si single crystals äs shown in figure 17

(Miltat and Kleman, 1979) . PSeudo-plane wave

topography can be performed with monochromators

combining parallel and antiparallel reflections.

These devices deliver a very parallel and highly

monochromatic beam which dose l y approximates a

planar X-ray wave (Kohra et al. 1978, Takagi et

al. 1978) thus allowing very detailed studiea of

deformations in crystals (e.g. defects, growth
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sectors, heterojunetions, magneto- and

electrostrictive distortions). As the theory of

contrast is relatively simple in this case a

quantitative Interpretation is also possible, The

first SK plane wave topographs were recorded at

LUKE with a very parallel and monochrotuatic beam

(divergence 0.3", spectral width ** l 10 )

extracted from tlie wliite beam by a multiple

reflection monochroinator. Separate Images of a

quaternary epil ayer(Cad, Alaj ASj.uPy) and a GaAs

Substrate bui l ding up a nearly matched

heterostructure were oljtained (Petroff et al,

1980) and arialysed using an Image Simulation

Programme (Riglet et al., 1980).

The method can be uade highly strain sensisitive

by rotating the crystal slightly out of the Bragg

condltion on the steepest part of the rocking

curve or, alternatively, high spatial resolution

can be obtained by ad just i riß the crystal on the

remote wlngs of the rocking curve.

Second generation storage rings> should provide

even better munochromatization and parallelism of

the wave while retaining reasonable intensity.

Hence, the sensitivity of the method could, in

principle, be increased to allem, for instance, to

detect relative differences in parameters of the

-S"
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Order of 10 to 10 in a multiple

heterostructure (Farge and Duke, 1979).

3.2.4. Summary.

-Both the ÜBT and the MBT are usable with SR äs

opposed to conventional sources uhere the ÜBT i3

iopractical because of the lau spectral brilliance

of the Bremsstrahlung.

- As a result of the low divergence of SR and the

small source slze, the local horizontal and

vertical divergences of the incident beam at any

point of the sample depend only on the horizontal

and vertical angle subtended by the source at the

sample location- usually between 10 and

10** radiäns. This is important both for the ÜBT

uhere the geoaietrical resolution depends only on

the local divergence and for the HBT which uses

perfect crystal nonochromators with a narrou

acceptance.

-The continuous spectrum of SR covers the basic

requirements for the ÜBT whereas any wavelength

can be selected for the HBT.

-The high flux is essential for shorter exposures,
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real t ine Iniagirif, and dynaiuic experiments,

The lateral and, t o a l esse r ex teilt, the

vertical extension of the SR beaw allow imaging of

relatively large samples.

- The pulaed nature of SR sources can be exploited

for stroboscopic experiments in the HHz ränge

(Graeff et al. 1981).

- One of the difficulties in using SR results from

the unusual Polarisation proper t i es of the beam

which must be taken into account both in the

design and in the Interpretation of topographs,

e.g. planar defect contrast in the UDT (see

Miltat 1981).

3.3. X-ray optical studiea.

3.3.1. Tensorial properties of crystals,

Many crystals exhibit orientation dependent

properties at optical frequencies äs a result of

the tensorial nature of their dielectric

susceptibility e.g. birefringence and rotary

power. The search for similar properties in the
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X-ray region (Kollere 1939) gave negative (Hart

1978) or controversial results (Cohen and Kuriyama

1978). A clear-cut answer was not obtained due to

a lack of intense X-ray sources. These effects,

if they exist, are expected to be very ueak except

at wavelengths dose to an absorption edge. The

features of SR (intensity, tunability and high

degree of linear polarization) have given neu

Impetus to this field of research.

The first SR experiments simply demonstrated the

interaction of polarized photons with single

cryatals. Due to interferences, the intensity

which 1s Bragg reflected by a perfect crystal in

the transroission geometry is an oscillating

function oT the sample thickness. Uith

wedge-shaped crystals a fringe pattern

(Pendellosung pattern) is thus observed. The

intensity distribution in this pattern is

dependent on the orientation of the plane

polarized wave with respect to the scattering

plane. V/hen the wave is incllned at 45 to the

scattering plane components respectively normal

(tf"-case) and parallel (n-case) to the scattering

plane which have very slightly different

periodicities, are excited, add coherently and

produce a beat pattern. This type of pattern was
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first observed by Skal lcky and H a l g r ü n u e (1972)

u sing a labora tory source. Similar results were

obtained in tnucli shorter exposures using a wli i te

beani topography Instrument (Sauvage et al* l'977.

Karabekov et al. 1977). The main d i f f i c u l t y in

the Sft expe r imen t s ar iaes from the fact t l iu t the

radia t ion is still insuff ic ient ly po la r ized in the

orbit plane for high accuracy ciea sureinen t s

(90.95$). U s i n g a polarizing crystal

inonocnroiaator ui t l i f l v e reflections Sauvage et

a l . (1979) were able to obtain a polar izat ion rat io

of 10~ and t r ied , unti l now unsuccesful ly , to

measure the rotary power of HaBrOj close to the

absorption edge of bromine. The lack of success,

however, sets an upper liniit to the tnagn i tude of

the phenomenon.

3.3.2. Hany beam d i f f r ac t i on .

Ilost studies of X-ray dynaiaical d i f f rac t ion have

concentrated on the two-beara case i.e. when only

two points of the reciprocal lattice are cloae to

the Ewald sphere. t lultiple-beam d i f f r a c t i o n

requires an intense and h ißhly coll imated X-ray
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beam because it is accompanied by a severe

limitation of the accepted divergence. SR would

be a unique source for such applications.

Furtherwore, the study of raany beam dispersion

surfaoes might contrlbute to solve the phase

Problem of X-ray scattering for some special

georaetries (Hart and Lang, 1961; Post, 1977).

Simultaneous diffraction of several beams Mithin

the sample can lead to coherent interference

effects which carry information about the relative

phaaes involved. "

3.3.3. Interferometry.

3.3.3.1. Principles and applications.

X-ray interferometry (XIN) (for a recent review

see Bonse and Graeff, 1977) was introduced by

Bonse and Hart (1965). In an X-ray

interferometer, a Standing wave field is produced

by coherent beam Splitting. Recombination is

accomplished either by the use of Laue-case

diffraction (in which the diffracted wave leaves
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the crystal throußh the face opposite t o tlie

entrance surface), by Bragg-case diffraction (uhen

the diffracted wave originates in the entrance

surface of tlie crystal) or by a combination of

tliese two cases, Interference oscillations are

produced by a phase shifter placed in one of the

beam paths; this may be a wedge-shaped object

uhich is translated or a plate which can be

rotated. Insertion of the object (phase object)

under investigation in the other beam path

produces an additional shift of this pattern.

Heasurement of this shift provides a very precise

determination of the real part of the refractive

index of the niaterial; hence, the real part of

tlie forward scattering factor (i.e. for 20 =0)

f (A) = Z + f (A) may be determined with an<* e*
-%accuracy better than 10 . The Variation of the

imaßinary part f" (A), which is proportional to

the linear absorbtion coefficient it(«),(3ee

section 1.4) may be obtained from a transmission

nieasuretnent using the same Instrument. These data

are extremely useful not only for crystal

structure determination but also because they

provide accurate scattering cross-sections for

comparison with tlieoretical calculations.

Altliough interferometric f measurements were
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first carried out on conventional sources these

experiments take obvious advantage of the

continuous, intense spectrum of Sfi sources.

(Bonse and Materlik (1975), Bonse et al. (1980),

Haterlik (1981)) Another application of SR In XIII

has been the construction and Operation of a

three-beam interferometer using Bragg-case

multiple beam reflection(Graeff and Bonse,1977). This

apparatus improves the spatial resolution in phase

contrast microscopy when compared to Laue-case

interferoraete.fs. A few other potential

applications of XIH with SR have been discussed.

(Farge and Duke, 1979).

3.3.3.2 Apparatus

The general layout of the XIN Instrument used for

f and f measurements at DORIS (Bonse et al.

(1900)) is shown in figure 18. The triple

Laue-case interferometer is a silicon single

crystal in which beam Splitting, recombination and

superposition are done by means of three wafers,

using the 220 reflection with the fundamental

uavelength A0 . A twofold Bragg reflection
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monochromator cut in a si l icon single crystal is

placed in front of the interferometer and used to

select o r reject orie or more harmoj i ics . ßoth

crystals form a double crystal d i f f rac tometer in

the non-dispersive (+,-) setting which is rotated

äs a wliole to v a r y the wavelength. Dur ing the

measuretnent, tlie sample is moved in and out , wh i l e

the f r inge patterti i s recorded and the phase

shif ter is rotated. The effect of the sample

thickness is e l imina t ed by recording f r inges

s imul taneous ly at two wavelengths ( / l ö a n d /»»/m or

fl»/n and A»/u viliere m and are integers). The

absorbtion coe f f i c i en t L(. n } is de te rmined in two

w a y s : one relies on the in f luence of absorbtion

one the f r inge eontrast and the other one on the

measurement of the transmission of X-rays through

the sample scanning the d i f f rac tometer about the V,

axis äs i l lustrated in f igure 18. The Ins t rument

is remotely controlled and l inked to a

minicoinputer . f ' M ) and J(i) curves can be

produced in a feu hours of measur ing time.
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1. Scatterine by randomly oriented Systems.

1.1. Introduction.

The theory of scattering by randoraly oriented

Systems and its formal i soi have evolved to a large

extent, partly for historical reasons, separately

from crystallography. For the sake of siraplicity,

one can Start the discussion from the fundamental

formula for scattering by randomly oriented

Systems consisting of spherical atoms which was

first given by Debye (1915):

&fä Z £ (

where A(A-) is the absorption factor, G(Ä) is a

geometrical factor which has a value of 1 üben a

cylindrical symmetry is used for data collection

snd r. _ is the Separation between the pairs of
f*n*1

atoms m and n.

Kote that here I(X) is a contlnuous function of

Jf, äs opposed to the Situation in crystals where
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the (continuouö) transform of the electron donsity

distribution in the unit cell is sampled at the

reciprocal lattice point.

Only two cases uill be discussed here: liquids

and solutions of macromolecules.

H.2. Scatterinc by liquids.

For sin.plicity reasons ue restrict the discussion

to Isotropie monoatowic liquids and assume that

the atoinic scattering factors ha v t- a spherical

symroetry. To üescribe the Position of the atoraa

which have correlated motlons one introduces the

pair correlation function g(r) which gives the

probabillty of finding an atom at a distance r

frora an atom placed at the origin (r=0). For

larger values of r there is no correlation and

c(r) approaches 1. Up to values of r

corresponding, to about an atomic diameter g(r)=0

äs ä result of the finite atom size. The function

g(r) H/v where N is the number of atoms in the

sample and V its volume, gives the nurober of atoms

per unit volume at location r and is called the

nuuber density.
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The measurenlent of the diffracted X-ray intensity

leads to the determination of the so called radial

distribution function 4ff r'P(r) which glves the

number of atoms in a spherical Shell of radius r

and unit thickness centred on an arbitrarily

selected atom at the origin.

The scattered intensity is given by a mofified

expression of Eq.(50) which takes into account the

fact that all atoms are identical.

rwo_-
*\i

After the necessary corrections (e.g. Compton

correctlon) it is possible to extract 1(£) from

the neasured intensity.

First consider the quantity

W.

«K
(»J

Assuming that the probability of finding an atom
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is a continuous f u n c t i o n of r and that the number

of pairs ly inp . between r and r+iJr is U0 4 n r f ( r )a*i-

E q . < 5 3 ) is obta ined.

/
J «n

- f lfTtH.fl*) (Pt)

This integral is not convergent but, äs sliown by

Warren and Gingrich ( ) one can add and

/"**subtract the integral J i|TTr*P sinJcr dr which is

nearly equal to zero except for very small values

of A, i to obtain an integral which converges:

/J

After Fourier transformation this yields:

- ~(
n L

00
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Obvious ly i f one rueasures I ( J C ) , knowing A ( * ) ,

f ( A - ) , 0 ( Ä . ) a n d one is able to determine

i(JC) uhich by Fourier transformation will give

the quantity 4 flr( P <r)-£) . If in addition tlie

average density P is known it is possible to

calculate the radial distribution function.

Figure 19 Shows the neasured intensity and the

corresponding radial distribution function of

nercury oieasured by ueans of X-ray energy

dispersive diffractlon using a conventional source

(Prober and Schul tz, 1975).

To our knowledge SR has not yet been applied to

study the structure of liquids.

1.3. Scattering froin Solutions.

Macromolecules in solution can be thought of äs

being immersed in a homogeneous ine d i um with

electron density P . The scattering amplitude

from a solution can then be considered to be the

sum of the scattering of this homogeneous mediuiu

and of fictitious particles with an electron

density equal to the difference betueen their

density in vacuo and that of the homogeneous
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roediuiii. Tlie phenowen&n of low angle scct ter ing is

tt.us related to tlie presenae of inhomoeenei t ies in

the electron dens i ty of the sample.

In a typica l solution sca t te r ing e x p e r i i n e n L , all

particles are identical and , äs raost S R

e x p c r i m e n t s f a l l in this category we shall

restrict the Lheoretical discussion to this

par t icular case.

The part icles are described by their excess

electron densi ty sor.ietimes also called the

electron density contras t :

Äff?) r

An äquivalent description is given by the distance

probability function p(r) whicli is the spherically

averaged agtocorrelatjon function of/JC?*):

r p(r) is the probability of finding a point

inside the particle at a distance betueen r and

r+dr froiü any other point inside the particle.

For a real particle, p(r) has two main regions:
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a) a region of sharp fluctuations due to the

neighbouritiE atorn pairs (l A^ r x<5 8) and of

daniped oscillations corresponding to structural

domains (e.g. <X -lielix in proteins) for which 5 A

v< r ̂ 10 X.

b) A smooth region corresponding to longer

intramolecular vectors. Beyond a certain value of

r» ^DM»A ^ p(r) vanishes and all the vectors

correspond to the solvent.

Since the scattered intensity and p(r) are related

by a Fourier transforraation äs indicated in Eq.

59 there are alo two regions in the scattering

curve .

a) A region at small angles containint mainly

Information about the long ränge Organisation of

the particle (e.g. its shape)

b) a large angle region where the internal

structure of the particles dominates.

The region of interest for the present purpose is

the small angle region. Assuming that the

experiment are perf ornied under condi.. \c
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scättered bcani üre tl.e s&iiic and tl'.aL multiple

scatteri iif, is necliftible, Eq.50 simplifies to:

»r. M;
Z Z L

S i nee tlie scütterini; angles are suall the

relationütiips sin2B = 29 atid cos 26 =1 are valid

and the Polarisation corrections are no longer

required. In the narrow ränge of JC the angular

dependence of the atouic scattering factors can

also be ne^lected. U should be stressed that in

a siiiall angle scattering experioient one is really

trying to nieasure the acattering corresponding to

small scatterinß vectors. For a given value of

4t the angles are only stoall for a certain ränge of

Mavelength.

Typically, for a waveiengtli of 1.5 X, the small

angle region extends to values of smaller than

(60 K) . If the pattern were spread out by

usinf- longer wavelengths -not an iopossible thing

to do with SR- tlie formulae woulü have to be

wodified to take the angular dependence of the

Polarisation and atomic scattering factors into
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accourit.

Eq. 57 can be rewritten under

different form:

slightly

P. is the average electron density of the particle

and r the average electron density of the

homogeneous surrounding mediuni, e.g. solvent,

P , the difference between these two quantities

is called the contrast.

P (\) is a dimenaionless function which is

independent of the contrast and in fact describes

the effective volume of the particle. ßC1) i3 a

function which describes the fluctuations of

electron density inside the particle above and

below the average value ß .

By Fourier transf orming Eq. 6l and multiplying by

the complex conjugate one finds that the scattered

intenslty is:

The three functions ̂ , Ic, and Isare the basic

scattering functions or the characteristic

functions correaponding to the ahape (Ic ), the
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in te rna l structurc ( I j ) and the c o n v o l u L i o n of

these two ( Ics ) (Stuhnaanri and Ki r s t t , 1967).

In a iiionodisperse solution, for instance, P(l) w i l l

be identical t'or all particles and one w i l l

observe the square of tlie Fourier t r ans for tu of the

par t ic lea averaged over all o r len ta t ions .

The simplest Interpretat ion of the scat ter ing

curves relies on the Guin ie r approxi rna t ion

(Cuinier and Fournet , 1955). At very lou anßles,

the scattering curve can be described by the

fo l lowing equat ion:

1t*) =

1(0) ia the extrapolated zero angle intensi ty and

R is the radius of ßyra t ion of the part icle.

For part icles wii ich have nearly horougeneous

scatterif ig densi ty , i.e. in whicl i K('1J can be

neglected, Interpretat ion usually proceeds using

simple models in a best f i t calculation.

Eq. 62 su^cests that in the case of particles

which present large f luctuat ions in their electron

densi ty one can separate the basic scat ter ing

funct ions by chanßing the contrast and measuring

d i f f e r e n t scat ter inß patterns. This is the basis

of the contrast Var ia t ion method.
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Generally, contrast Variation i s achieved by

adding an electron dense solute to the solution,

e.g. aucrose or a salt.

The technique relies, houever, on the invariant

volume hypothesis i.e. the voluoie accessible to

the solvent must be independent of the contrast.

The most straißhtforward uay to obtain structural

Information for this kind of system is to rnake a

plot of the square of the radius of gyration

a^ainst the inverse of the contrast. Such a plot

is fully described by the following equation (Ibel

and Stuhrmann, (1975), Cotton and Benoit (1975))

r
where R is the radius of gyration at infinite

contrast i.e. the radius of gyration of the

shape.

o< is the seconü moment of the internal structure

(jrCO). The 3ign of «v gives an immediate

qualitative indicatlon of the relative location of

the regions of high and lou scattering density. A

negative value of «< for inatance means that the

density increases towards the centre of the

particle. The opposite Situation will give a

positive °* whereas for homogeneous particles °< is
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zero.

The coeff i cient /i i s inuch ha rtler t o ueasure

because accura te mtiasurefiients at low contrast are

requ i red. It descri bes the dependence of the

Position of the centre of the part icle on the

contrast. In the extreme case of a two phase

sy^tem i.e. & particle consistirig of two

homogeneous components wi th d i f f e r e n t sc alter i riß

densities the re la t ionship between A and tlie

distance between the centres of the two phases

( A ) is g iven by (Koch et al. 1970) :

a •

where P and f s t and for the contrast at which

the two components are natched.

It is clear that the structural Information which

can be obtained from a low angle scattering

pattern is rauch smaller than uith the data

obtained from Systems with three-dimensional

order. Using a novel approach to the problera of

the Information content of a scattering pattern it

uas shown that the maximum number of independent
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paratneters which can at niost be extracted from a

scattering pattern of a particle with finite

dimensions is given by (Luzzati and Tardieu 1980):

tf»WU •3l t l

where UM is the maximum distance between any two

points in the particle and rftdwjrthe langest value

of £ for which data have been recorded. In the

case of contrast Variation experintents where one

can separate the three basic scattering functions

the number of independent parapeters is 3J. Thus

for a simple protein of molecular weight of around

10000 dal tons, for instance, one can at best

obtain five parameters. In practice, noisy data

and systematic errors prevent one from achieving

even this figure.

Given accurate data which extend far enough in

reciprocal space, one can however obtain a

substantlal number of Parameters for high

molecular weight compounds. It is then up to the

experimentalist to choose a base for the

description of the structure. A promising and

general approach is provided by the use of

spherical harmonics (Stuhrmann, 1970).
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SR presents ßreat aüvantages for sr,i;ill

scatterinfc experiments. The high inlensity,

well-colliinated beaiu provided by Uie source

ßUürantees t ha t a l arge amount of high quality

data can be colleeted in a reüsonably short time.

It is thus not astonishing that most of the

activity in the field has been oriented towards

the solutiori of biological Problems where the

stabilily üf tlie sample is a limiting factor.

Further, bioloßical tuacromolecules often consist

of coroponents witli different electron densities,

e.g. protein anü nucleic acids in viruses so tliat

contrast Variation teclmiques can be usetJ very

profitably. Therefore, we have separated the

biological appl ications from other atudies

althoug.h it shoulü be realized that the same

theories apply in all cases and that the same

instrutiients are used.

Experimuntal Lechniquea.

The various types of Instruments for small angle

scattering witli SR have been described in a recent

review (Koch et al. 19ÖD- The Systems used for
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kinetic measureiiienta are focuaing (Lemonnier et

al, 1978) and double focusinß Systems (Hendrix et

al., 1979, Bordas et al., 19&0). For anoroalous

scattering a non focusing, double monochronator

System is required. (Stuhrmann and Gabriel 1981)

4.5* Applications of small angle scattering,

4.5.1. Biological applications of small angle

scattering.

The main areas which have been investigated until

now are:

a) Dilute solutions of weak scatterers

b) conformational equilibria

c) contrast Variation

d) anomalous scattering

e) kinetic measurementa

f) ultra small angle scattering

EKamples of each of these types of experiments are

discussed below. Ue have not attempted to toake

the traditional comparisons between SR and

classical sources. Suffice it to say that most of
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these ex per i men t s wuuld not even nave been

attempted if SR liad not becn available. The

latter conibined uith the development of high

resolution, fast position sensitive detectors

(PSD) is quickly niodify ing the tracli tional

Situation uliere data collection was the limiting

Step,

In fact, in al] laboratories involved in SR the

larße quantities of data are already calling for

neu nuiuerical techniques to handle them.
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1.5.1*1* Dilute Solutions and weak scatterers.

Good exaniples of this type of experiment are

provided by the work done at DCI (LORE Orsay) on

ribosomal proteins ( Koch et al. 1961). The

least one can say about the shape of these

proteins is that it is a very controversial issue.

Immuno electron microscopy and triangulation

Dieasurements seeoi to indicate that they have an

elongated shape whereas neutron low angle

scattering suggests that they are globular. The

origin of these discrepancies (preparative

methods, concentration, buffers) is not clear. In

any case it is Hell known that the proteins show a

strotig tendency to aggregate so that one has to

work at very low concentrations, typically between

t and t mg/ml. High quality data have been

recorded in one hour on the D11 camera at LURE for

these small proteins (HH = 10000).

Another case where the drastic reduction of

measureoient tine provided by SR makes all the

difference is the study of Ca-ATPase of

sarcoplasmic reticulum (le Maire et al. 1981).

The evolution in time of a sample of freshly

prepared active enzyme was studied. It showed
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progressive agüregation of tlie particle and a

concomi tant reduction of activity. After a few

liours, activity is compietely lost. This

phenomenon would make scattering experii.ients with

a normal source iuipossible.

Other examples include the work of Hart t and

Hendelson (19Y9) on musclc proteins done at SPEAR,

of Dessen et £.1. (1979) on tRHA synthetases.

Tliere are several ongoing projects whicli fall in

tliis category both at DCI (Orsay) and at the EHDL

Outstation at DORIS.

1.5.1.2. Coriforniational equilibria

Most teohniques used to study the mechanism of

allosteric transition are spectroscopic and äs

opposed tu small angle scattering not specifically

sensitive to changes in the quaternary structure

of the enzyue. The existence of possible

iritermediates between the two extreme states (T

arid R) can be detecteü by measuring the scattering

pattern of the enzyme in the presence of variable

concentrations of Substrate or Inhibitor.

Further, the intensity of the beam is large enou^h
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to contemplate kinetic roeasureraents on these

Systems. Tuo examples have already been studied .

In the case of ATC-ase (Aspartäte transcarbamylase

(E.C. 2.1.3.2)) a five percent ohange in the

value of the radius of gyration was found uhen the

enzyme was saturated with its Inhibitor (PALA:

H-(phosphonacetyl)-L-aspartate) (Hoody et

al.1979).

Preliminary evaluation of data collected on PFK

(phosphofructokinase) indicates noticeable,

although sniall, changes in the scattering pattern

in the presence of adenosine triphosphate (ATP)

and/or glucose-6-phosphate ( Koch et al. 19SO),

Recently a study of the pH dependence of the

structure of Tomato bushy stunt virus (TBSV) has

been started at LURE (Kruse et al. 1981).

t.5.1.3. Contrast Variation.

As already mentionned in section 4.3 the basic

scattering functions can be separated using

contrast Variation if the particles have

components wliich differ significantly in their

electron density. A contrast Variation study of
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the 503 bacterial ribosomes which contain proteins

P = 0.119 e/Äa) and RIIA (P = O.*l?2 e/Ss) was

started by Vachette (1900). Very accurate

scatterinf; curvos were measured a t several

contrasts usinß sucrose äs a contrast ine agent.

SR is a real breakthrough for contrast Variation

niethods especially because exposure t im es on

laboratory sources are most often prohibitive to

contemplate tliis Uirid of experiment. SB focusing

cai.ieras cut t he oxposure t irr, es down to a feu

mi nutes per sample - a ßain of 2 orders of

magnitude even compared to rotating anöde sources.

This insures that complete studies can be carried

out on a sinfcle preparation.

1.5.1.1- Anomalous scattering.

If the solute or tlic solvent contain an anomalous

scatterer, Eq.(61) and (62) can be tnodified to

take ttiis effect into account (Stuhrmann 1980)

yieldine the followinE expression for the

scattered intensity:

/'L /

C /* Je M
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where t and f are the real and imaginary

dispersion corrections to the contrast. Ia(«t) is

the scattering furiction of the anomalous

scatterers whereas Iac(A) and Ias(X) are cross

terms resulting fron) the convolution of the

distribution of anoiualous scatterers with the

shape and the Internal structure defined in

Eq.(6l)

Experiments have been performed by Stuhrmann

(1980) using a solution of ferritin. This

macromolecule consists of a core containing

approximately 3000 iron atoras surrounded by a

shell of twenty four protein subunits. A plot of

the radius of gyration against the wavelenßth

displays a Sharp maxioum corresponding to the

absorbtion edge of iron äs illustrated in figure

20. Obviously, by choosing appropriate salts for

contrast Variation one can use a solvent

containing anomalous scatterers . Although in

this case the extension of the traditional

formulation using a complex contrast is trivial,

this technique is probably the more general one

from the experimental point of view. This

approach has been used for protein Solutions

(Stuhrmann and Gabriel, 198l).

It seems likely that the extension of this method
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,wh ich liüs un t i l now only been i-pplied tu

bioloßical sawples, to t|-.e stuüy of a l loyy or

polyelectrolytes could be very f r u i t f u l . Another

exawple or tlie potent i a l of these tuethods is

provided by the detenination of tlie conf igura t ion

üf tlie iron atoms in heinogloliin (S tu l i rmann and

l.'otbolufi, 1981). AIthout.li the real and iwag ina ry

contr ibut ions only amounl to 0.15 and 0.001 S of

the total scatteri ng, the results indicate that

these e f fec ta can be r-ieasured wi th an precis ion of

10«.

The principles under ly ing these various

expePiments can be found in Lwo recent reViews

(Stuhrmann, 198la, Stuhrmann, 198lb) . Further,

Stuhruann (19&1c) has described the advantage of

extendinc tl;ese techniquea to longer waveleneths,

especially for biological mater ial where the

sulphur and phosphorus edßes uould become

accessible.
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1.5.1.5. Uinetic studies.

Two categories of phenomena are amenable to

kinetic studies:

Interactions between macrotnolecules e.g.

assembly processes in biological systeus.

- Conformational transitions.

The two cases which have been studied in detail so

far fall in the first category where lange

differences in the signal can be expected.

Handelkow et al. (1980) have inveatigated the

polymerization of tubulin using a slow temperature

jump. At U*C this protein exists in the form of

ring-like aggregates with a diaroeter of 350-100 fl

whereas at 37* C in the presence of guanosine

triphosphate (GTP) it forma long.hollow cylinders

with a dianeter of 220-260 K called

microtubules.The changes in the scattering pattern

during polymerization induced by a audden increase

in temperature from 1*C to 37*C äs well äs during

depolymerization resulting from the reverse

transition are illustrated in figure 21. It is

quite clear that immediately after the Increase or

temperature an intermediate state is forned in

which rings can no longer be detected. This is
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followed by the appearance of llie characterist ic

scatterine pattern of microtubulus.

Depolyruerization seeins to proceed directly frou

raicrotubules to rings suggesting that the two

phenomea -association and dissociation- follow

di st ine t pathuays. llith such relatively slow

phenoniemi sufficiently accurate scatterint

patterns can be recorded in a single experiment

with successive tiine frames of about 15 sec.

The second example is the dissociation of

aspartate transcarbarnylase vihich has been

investir.ated by Moody et al. (1980) using stopped

flow techniques. Under the influence of

mercurials (e.u. p-chloro mercuribenzene

sulphonic acid) the enzyine dissociates into two

act ive catalytic trimers and three regulatory

dimers. The reaction is interesting because of

tlie connection between allosteric activ&tion and

dissociation in multisubunit enzymes. Using a

circular detector with delay line readout built by

A. Gabriel (1977) the dissociation process could

be followed with a tiiae resolulion of the order of

100 msec, the required accuracy being achieved by

accurtiulatinf, the results of several experiments.

Fie"re 22 illustrates the changes in the

scatterinj;, paLtern of the solution duri ng the
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reaction. The decrease of intensity in the low

angle re^ion corresponds to the dissociation of

the large enzyiue polecules and is cowpensated by

an increase in intensity at langer angles

resultin£ from the foroiation of free subunits.

These first experiments have shown that atudies of

reactions in solution are feasible in practice

uith tirjie resolutions in the ränge 10-100 msec.

The main problem now lies in the development of

high performance ancillary devices for X-ray worU.

Preliminary measureraents on thermal phase

transitions between 7*C and 11*C in the lipids of

human low density lipoproteins were made at LURE

with a time resolution of 100 msec (Aggerbeck et

al. 1981). Similar experiments have been

performed on bacterial lipids (Letellier et al.,

1981).

4.5.1.6. Ultra Small angle scattering.

Some biological structures display periodicities

of the Order of microns. X-ray scattering froin

the 3e structures cannot be resol ved f roai the

direct beam wi th conventional optics. Recently,
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an ins t ruuent baaed on the design öl" thc

ßonsc- l lar t cai,-ierü (T.ünse and H a r t , 1966) and

u i i k i n g use of Lhe excel lent col l iwat ion und hißh

intensi ty of S K wys installed a t the E11RI.

Outs ta t ion at DORIS (Ilordas et al . , 1962).

In this Uevice, tlie sample sta^e is placed between

a four reflection i;rooved crystal {Si 220) utiich

also provides harmonic rejection and another four

r e f l e x i o n uroove wli ic l i acts äs an a n a l y z t r .

F ißure 23 Shows a mer ld iona l d i f f r ac t ion j -a t te rn

of froß Sartorius muscle obtained w i t l i this

inatruwent, utiert the second order of the

sarcowere leniith corresponding to a apacing of

26000 X i s c l aa r ly rcsolved. Few results are

a v ü i l a b l e ye t , but the possibility to ove r l ap wi th
?

optical and eli;ctron microscopy is ce r ta in ly very

a t t r ac t ive for uiany Problems in s t ructural

It ahou ld be noted t h a t this type of In s t rumen t ,

u l i ic l i can be vieued äs a very h ich q u u l i t y t r ip le

axis spoctroiiieter , is n » • • . t-ricted to lou an^l«

uoai i t i r f iucnt^ . ( ^e-.- :;..-..' i,ns 5 . 1 .3 .3 - and

5.1.3.'i. for possible app l i ca t ions ) ,
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4.5.1.7. Concluiiions.

The small an^le scattering experiwents describeil

above were done with iuonochroi<iatic radiation. An

alternative approach is provided usinj;

semiconductor detectors uitli wliite radiation

(Bordas et al. 1976, ßordas and Randall 1978).

Uith a sinfele fixed detector the whole scatterinß

pattern can be recorded with good resolution. ßy

dlsplacing the detector,data can be collected to

make the necessary absorption corrections.

Unfortunately, this technique is lioiited at

present by the speed of the data acquisition

systeiiis. Developments in electronics would

certainly ßive neu Impetus to this very elegant

technique which nakes optimal use of the

wavelength continuum of SR. The availability of

such a detector would open the way to many neu

experiments. Araong thera, fluctuation scattering

is worth nientionning. A theory was proposed (Kam,

1977) based on the fact that particles in solution

are free to rotate. The statistical fluctuations

from the Isotropie syuimetry will result in

fluctuations of the scattered intensity around the

values of the averaged axially Symmetrie pattern.
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These fluctuations can be processed by correlation

analysis. flccuuulation of the spatial correlation

which is tlie avera^e of the products of scattered

intensities in tuo directions: C(s1,s2) =

<I(sl).I(s2)>, aü a function of the scatterine

vectors sl and s2 enhances struotural Information.

In principle, the structure can be reconstltuted

f roiu the spatial correlation using existinc

alßorithnis (Kam 1980). Feasibility studies using

Monochromst ic radiation ivith a frozen solution of

tobacco niasaic virus, to expand the time scale,

gave encouraginc resulta (Kam et al. 1981).

Other approaches to tlie use of polychromatic 3li

for Solutions havc been proposed (Stuhrmann,1978,

Stamatoff, 1979) but have not yet been

ir-ipleniented. Further, the new iinpetua ^iven to

high r e solution nieasureiuents of fering a

possibility of overlap between optical and

electron oiicroscopy and small angle scattering

raethods should lead to neu Information about large

structures. This technique is also complementary

to tliertual neutron small angle scatterinfc.
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1.5.2. Physical and Chemical applications.

1.5.2.1. Alloys.

Haudon et al. (1979) have studied the

distribution of concentration heteroßeneities in

aluminium alloys. Figure 21 illustrates the

difference betueen the sraall angle scattering

pattern of pure aluminium and that of a

Al-Zn(6.8?) alloy. This uork provides a good

example of efficient use of SB: The data obtained

at very low angles making use of the good

collimation of SR were merged with the higher

angle measurements made on a laboratory source to

obtain a complete scattering pattern. A

comparison with similar experiments using neutrons

showed that , in this particular case, SR was a

more efficient raethod both in terras of resolution

and speed of data collection.

The good collimation of SR allowed Allain et al.

(1980) to characterize oxydized particles which

form in copper alloys undergoing internal

Oxydation. With A = 5-10" fr"the resolution was

10 times, higher ihan with a Standard camera.
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Tlie tunable character of SR can be a cl ist inct

advan tage in the study of a l loys äs shown by tlie

work of Flank et a l . (1979) on amorphous alloys.

By an appropriate choice of uavelcngth the

fluorescencc of elements l ike Fe and Ti could be

min in i i zeü tliiis improvinß the signal to noise

ratio.

11.5.2.2. Colloidal Systems.

Fe r ro f lu ids .

Ferrofluids are colloidal Suspension s of

monodonain magnet ic particles (e.g. cobalt ,

f er r i te) wi th diniensions smaller than a f eu

hunüred Anfcstroma, in non magnetic fluids (e.g.

or^anic solvents) . There are an increasing nuniber

uf technological applicat ions of f c r ro f lu ids for

i 113 ta nee in Ins t rumentat ion. Anthore et a l.

(1979, I960) have irwestigated the behav iour of

fe r ro f lu ids in al ternat ing magnetic f ie l i ls . The

field was suitctied on and off and the data were

stored in separate parts of tlie meinery of the

acquisition system. Fißure 25 illustrates the

di f fe rence in the scatterlng pattern of a ferr i te
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ferrofluid in the presence and absence of a

magnetic field. llere again, the tunability of the

source - the measurenents were carried out at X =

1.8 X- was a key factor in the success of the

Experiments.

Gels and sols.

Interesting studies on the swelling mechanism of

fla-Montmorillonite (clay) gels have been carried

out by Rousseau et al. (1979). Gels were first

cooled to liquid nitrogen temperature and slowly

heated. Careful thermal control of the sample

showed that the pathway followed during this

process is independent of the number of cooling

cycles but that the final state depends on the

exact nature of the initial state. The

possibility to carry out such ineasurements in a

routine fashion allOHs systematic studies of the

Parameters which influence the behaviour of these

Systems, (e.g. solvent, Charge on the layers,

concentration.etc,)

ßottero et al. (1979) have studied the structure

of aluniinium hydroxyde sols in an attenpt to

relate the ageing of the Suspension and its
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properties e.g. ttie absorbtion of colloids and

de te r ßent s. llere a Rain, the limited stabil i Ly of

the samples iiets tlie requirerucnL for the use of

SB.
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5. Other Systems,

5.1. Partially ordered Systems,

5.1.1. Introduction.

Until nou, we have considered either very ordered

or randoraly oriented Systems. These two extreme

oases are the only ones for which a ßeneral theory

is available.

For pari i all y ordered syateras (e.g. polyniers and

biological fibres) Interpretation usually becomes

extreraely coraplex but can sotnetimes be facilitated

by inforpiation supplied by other techniques, like

electron microscopy.

A description of the raethods used in these cases

is well beyond the scope of this chapter and ue

will limit ourselves to a few examples where the

use of SR has provided a real breakthrough. 1t

should however be stressed once more that the

impact that SR has had on all these fields comes

not only fron) the availability of a neu source,

but also from the new approaches to detection.
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data acquisition and da t a Interpretation wliich tlie

properties of tlie sourct are engenderi ii|j.

llere aftain, ne have, purely äs a Matter of

convenience, soparatcd tne biological applications

uhich are niore numerous a t present, f roni other

studies.

5.1.2 Experiniental techniques.

Uith very few exceptions studies on partially

ordered systetis make use of the lui;h intenuity of

S R anü only focusing and double focusitig,

Instruments provide enout,h flux to per form these

experiiuents witli oionochromatic radiatiun. In some

case, however, energy dispersive tuethods could be

useful (see section 1.5.1.6). Initially, inost SR

X-ray cameras were specifically designed for

studies on partially ordered Systems

(barrin^ton-Leigh and Rosenbauci, 1976; llaselgrove

et al.t 1977, Tchoubar et al., 1970, Holmes and

Rosenbaum, 19UO) whereas nouadays they are used

for a broader ran^e of appllcations (Hordas et al.

1980). The new requirements do not influence the

X-ray optical systeu, except the beain path between
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the sample and the detector, äs much äs tlie data

acquisition Systems.
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5.1.3- App l i ca t i ons .

5.1.3.1 Syn the t i c polyr.iers.

T r a d i t i o n a l l y , tlie study of the s t ruc ture of

syntnet ic polyners ha s relied on systematic

studies r e q u i r i n ß Ion g exposures. Althoui|,h the

ra te of data acquis i t ion can greatly be increased

by the use of SR and PSDs the advantage for static

tiieasurements is nuch less obvious tlian in the case

of biological Ma te r i a l si nee polymer samplea are

usually stable.

As a result there have been, unt i l now, re la t ively

few appl ica t ions on polymers. Rau l t et al.

(1979) roeasured the Iong periöd of monodisperse

and polydisperse polyethylene , polypropylene and

1-polybutene o b t a i n e d by quenchinß f rom the raelt

uit.li the aiiii to obtain a better description of the

crys ta l l iza t ion process and to establish the

properties of p o l y m e r chains in the melt.

Progress in polymer appl icat ions of scattering

biethods i s however m a i n l y t o be expected from

studies of t ime dependent phenomena ul i ich are
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difficult witli conventional sources. The first

applicatlon of SR in this area was reported by

Koch et al. (1931) who studied the kinetics of

crystallization of polyisobutylene after fast

stretching by monitorlng the changes in intensity

of the characteristic 020 and 113 reflections in

tlie wide angle scattering pattern. The results

were interpreted using Avrami's equation and

showeU that this crystallization process can be

interpreted äs resulting from the athermal

formation of rods or fibrils.

Another enample is provided by a study of the

decrease of the value of the long period Hith

crystallization time during the isothermal

crystallization of polyethylene terephtalate in

oriented (Eisner and Zachmann, 1979) and

unoriented samples (Eisner et al. 1980). Similar

measurements had been made using conventional

sources but the Interpretation of the results was

not entirely clear since the samples had to be

quenched after various crystallization times and

the measurements were made at room temperature.

In the experiments at DORIS, the samples were

heated between 11?*C and 1t5°C in an oven placed

directly in the path of the X-ray beam. The

crystallization process was followed continuously
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at the crystall izat ion teuperature, tlie scalterin(;

curvea bei riß rneasured w i l h i n 10 sec and 1 in i nute

inte rv als. The tiue course of the sca t t e r in f t

power 0 (0= l I(A)'td«X) durinr, c rys ta l l izat ion is

i l lus t ra ted i» f i ß u r e 26. The results conf i rn teü

that the decrease of the lont; per i öd w i t l i

crystal l izat ion tii.ie is a genuine effect uhich cai i

be exp la ined by a decrease of the cor rugat ion of

the c rya ta l l ine domains.

A siruilar, u i de angle scattering experimunt on

ueltint, of h ißh denslty polyethylones and

polypropylenes uas carr led out in Nowos ib i r sk

(Foraacs et al. 1900).
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5.1.3.2 ßiological uystems; Fibrous and lamellar

Systems.

Fibrous Systems.

Fibrous Systems uaually consist of very anisotopic

particles organized uith their long axis parallel

to the fibre axis. In most cases there is no

azimuthal order and the scattering pattern

corresponds to a cylindrically averaged structure.

The dlffraction patterns for those Systems are

most easlly interpreted using cylindrical polar

coordinates (rty ,z in real space, R, V. Z in

reciprocal space) for which the general expression

of the structure factor is given by :

'">

Hhen there is a repeat of c along the fibre axis

äs in the case of muscle the intensity i s

distributed along equally spaced layer lines at Z

= 1/c uhere l is an integer. The structure factor

is then given by:

F. (R, Y
* ' «s-e»
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and

Uhere tlie Jn are the nth Order Bessel functions

and P (r,U*,z) describes the electron density of

the repeating unit. Details can be fouiid in the

textbook by Vainshtein (1966). The theory applies

quite uell for the Interpretation of low
i

rtsolution data. At higher angles Interpretation

is usually compl icated by corrections uliich have

to be applied to tlie experimental data to obtain

the true intensity disribution in reciprocal

space. A further complication arises from

deviations frotii perfect axial order uliich uiainly

influence the pattern at hißher angles.

Collagen exists in a wariety of connective tiasues

uliich have very different structures.
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Dative rat tail tendon collagen.for instance,

gives a very strong weridional diffraction pattern

corresponding to a repeat of 670 X. The latter

results from fibrils which are 3000 Ä long and

ataggered by 670 X. The pattern has been studied

in great detail using rotatine anöde sources and

in the last ten years a fairly detailed structure

has been obtained (Mulmes et al., 1977). SR has

had its main ibipact in this field by allouing

dynamic studies in which the tnechanical properties

of the fibres can be related to structural changes

(tletnetschek et al. 19ßOa, Jonak et al. 1979,

Nemetschek et al. 1980b). A typical example of

the influence of chemical treatment on the

scattering pattern is shown in figure 27.

Further, Information is presently being

accumulated about the structure of less-ordered

forois of collagen like cartilage and cornea. In

cartilaßenous tissue the collagen fibrils are

embedded in a niatrix of protooglycans and

glycosylaminoglycans. The samples are usually

very poor scatterers uhich require several hours

of exposure even using a double focusing camera.

The X-ray studies on bovine intervertebral disc

showed differences in the diffraction patterns

from internal and external fibres (Berthet et al.



1979). Comparison of tliese patterns with the

axi^l pattern of ttmlon and with pattern:; obtcine>l

froßi different lypes of reeonstitute«) collagen

should give Information about the naturc of _the

iriteractiou between col läge n and üs^ociated

ßlycans uhicli are still very unclear.

In tlie corneal strowa the colla^en fibrils are of

nearly uniform dianetcr and orcanized in lamellae.

In each of the latter the fibrils have tlieir axis

oriented approximately parallel to each other, but

not to thosc of neifchbourinfi laniellae. Several

theories have been proposed which attetiipt to

relate the transparency of the cornea to the

packiiifj of the fibrils. Upon hydration, the

tissue awells in the direction perpendicülar to

the plane of the lamellae and can take up more

than 20 titses its weicht in water. The rate of

thia process uhich i s accouipanied by an increase

in tlie average interfibrillar spacing ia mainly

dependent on the ionic strength of the swelling

solution. (For a review on the properties of the

cornea see Payrau et al. 1967) The packint, of the

fibrils gives a characteristic interference

pattern which is being studied in detail usinfe SR,

One of the biain features of the collagen

diffraction pattern in cornea is tlie abaence of a
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streng first order which has not yet been

corapletely explained. An Interpretation of the

axial electron density distribution in corneal

Collagen has been published recently (Meek et al.

1901). Experiments on this poorly acatterinß

material can be routinely carried out on a double

focusinc carnera wliere exposure tinies äs short äs

15 minutes ßive good quality patterns. Data has

been obtained for fresh, dried and stained beef

cornea. These results should ßive a better

understanding of the organization of the

constituents of cornea. A comparative study of

material from different species should also be

interesting since electron microscope studies have

shown quite large differences between the corneas

of different species. Figure 26 illustrates some

typical scatterinß patterns obtained on this

tissue.
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Musole; Tlic i,iechanism of n.uücular contrcction has

been one of the moat challeri&in£ Problems in

moleculur biology for the last three decEdes. The

study of tliis probleiu has been the inain reason for

the involvment of bioloßists in SR at a very early

üta^e of its development. It should also be

emphasized tl:at raost of Lhe techniques for time

resolved X-ray icattering (Faruqi and lluxley,

(1970), Bordas et al. (1930)) have been developed

in connection with tliis probiere. This is

interestint since it is one of the few cases,

uhere techniques developed for the solution of a

bioloßical problem are later transferred to the

study of ptiysicochernical probleins.

The model of muscular contraction which is

generally accepted is one in whicli two partially

overlappinfr ar rays of protein filaments slides

past each other, resulting in shortenine of the

muscle. The sliding is provided by crossuridges

wiiich project frou the thict; (myosin) filaments.

The crossbridf.es attacli to the thin (actin)

filaiuents, swivel and detach. This process which

repeats itself durinß contraction each time gives

a displacciiient of approxJn.ately 150 A. The model

is general, although the relative Position of the

niyosin and actin filaments differs considerably
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from one type- of n-uscle to another.

For instanee in molluscan muscle they are

organized in a rosette configuration consisting of

a thicl: filamcnt surrounded by 14 thin filaments.

In vertebrate wusele the thicl-: filaments lie in an

hexafconal lattice on which the trigonal positions

are occupied by the thin filaments. The

characteristic layer-line pattern illustrated in

figure 29 results frora the regulär helical

arrangement of the crossbridges around the thick

filaments.

Huscle studies have evolved along two maln

dlrections. Insect flight muscle, for which only

small samples are avallable, have been used to

obtain hißh resolutIon diffraction patterns in the

rigor state äs well äs in the 'presence of

unhydrolyzable nucleotide analogues. The

relevance of these experiments depends on the

assuraption that the patterns in these two "frozen"

states arise from tuo different conformations

which jiiay also occur durine the contractile cycle

of the myosin crossbridges. A detailed analysis

of the results obtained sofar Las been made by

Holmes et al. (19&0).

The second direction of research is represented by

the time resolved measurements on vertebrate
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(l. 'uxley et al. 19CO, l l u x l w y et n l . l ' J b l a ) and

ruol luscan mitscle < L o w y et al. 1979) . Time

resolulions of tl.e orüer of l nsec have been

achieved in the case of v er te breite i.mscle,

y ie ld in t ; t he f irit clirect exper imentul evidenct: of

ILe riiolion of the myos in crossbridp.es d u r i n g the

contracti le cycle. (l. 'uxley et al. 19Glb). It

appears t hat du r ing isornetric contr^ction the

intensi ty of the layer lirte pattern resulting from

the ordered arran^ement of the inyosin crossbridges

drastically decreasea äs tension increases and

returns to ils initial v&lue whcn tenüion decays.

A couparison of tlie tibie courses of the

intensities and of tension shoua thüt the

structural Chancea preceed the ten^ion chan^Gs by

a few milliseconds.

The experimental time courae of the M3 Ä reflexion

recorded with a linear positlon sensitive detector is

ill uat ra ted in f i^ure JO, It i s hoped t l i a t t i MB

resol ved dif f racLio i ; .urer.icntü du r i MI, raore

ü O | f h J ü t i c i . t < i < l uci-: . . i . . ' - « i l expcrii . ient^ w i l l i*ivc the

di rect exj>t--rii.ientiJl cv idcnce required to prove or

disprovt- tl.e prüsent model of uniücular

coni rac t ion . T l i i a t / ou ld also have ii , iplications

for the study of other contractile ^
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For DI'A, tlie kinetics of transformation of the A

to the 0 foru has been studied. (Crao et aj.

1979). Moreover, anoinalous scattering techniques

have been usett to determine the localization of

the roetal ions in the cesiuni salt of DU A

(Skuratovskil et al. 1930).

Lamellar syateroa.

Lamellar Systems mainly occur in biolo^ical

menibranes and lipids whicli are the i r rnain

constituents. The latter usually form hlßhly

polymorphic Systems soiae of which have been well

characterized using conventional sources (Tardieu

et al. 1973). The phase tranäitions which occur

in these Systems are of considerable interest

since sihiilar phenomena may play a role in the

function of biological icetibranes. Figure 31 shous

characteristic scattering patterns and the

correspondinß arrangement of the lipids in eeg

lecithin (R a tick and [loudden, 1979). The kinetics

of the phase transitions has been folloued with a

time resoluLion of the order of 10 usec for the

stronger reflections usine an X-ray temperature
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jump device based on Peltier eleLients. It shoulil

be noted tliiit Lliese experiments are vory demundirif;

on the deteutor bysteui äs caii be judged from the

föct tliat cne lias tu deal uith a very

inhoLioßeneous intensity distribution consistinj» of

very narrow peaks t;itli a conaiderable ränge of

intensity which partly overlap durinß, ttie phase

transitions. Systeuatic investißations of the

paranicteru which influence the transitions

(concentration, lenßth of the hydrocarbon chains

etc.) are nou required to utiderstand these

phenoitiena.

Another very interesting exarople of the

application of SR to those systeus is provided by

tl.e work of Stamatoff et al. (1979). These

authors atteupted t o deteruiine the position of

uietal atorns (Cu, Fe) associated witlt redox centres

of hydrated oriented multilayers of biologlcal

ujerabranes using anomalous scatter i ny. In

principle, it is possible to deleriuine the

Position of the uiütal atoms within the raerabrane

cotiponents botli in the profile and in the membrane

plane. The ma^nitude of the experimentally

observed effects sliowed that significant results

can be obtained at least for the metal atom

distribution in the profile of the cieinbrüne.
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5.1.3.3. Liquid crystajs.

Liquid crystals consist of long rod-like

i.iolecules, typically containing two benzene rings

in the centre and aliphatic hydrocarbons at each

end. The rieh variety of phaaes in liquid

crystals, the description of which is beyond the

scope of the present review, may be regarded äs

Intermediate phaaea between the crystalline solid

state and the Isotropie liquid state (De Gennes,

197^) * Very high moraentuiu resolution in

conjunction with high intensity are mandatory for

accurate characterization of these phases and

their transforraations. To achieve adequate

resolution the proper tool is a triple axls

spectrometer Installed at a SR source. An exanple

of such an Instrument is illustrated in figure 32

(Ais-Nielsen, 1981). Uith perfect crystal

monochrotnators and analyzer a mouientuiü resolution

of the order of 1<f l"' is attainable äs required

for the measurewent of correlation lengths of the

k a
order of 10 A äs found in liquid crystals.

Experiments using this type of device have been

performed by Monoton et al. (19&0at 1980b,198la)

and by Christensen and Als-Nielsen (1981).
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Compar i son betwuen tt.e results obUi iued w i l l :

f ree ly-suspended f ilii's usini; a ro tu t in i , anöde t übe

and SR clealy shoti tlie advantup,e of Uie la t ter

source (Iloncton et al. 1 9 U O ü ) .

5.1.3.1. Two-diutnsional systeais.

The a tomic s t ruc tu re of surfaces and phys isorbed

iiionolayer^ may be s tudied by d i f f r a c t i o n mcthods,

and electron dif f ract ion (LEED, TUEED, RI IKEüJ has

proved tu be a vülnable method. Honever , the

relatively short coherence length i s a l iniiting

factor und it is d i f f i cu l t to In terpre t niuasured

intensities beeause the fundamental interactlon i s

so stroncly peaked around the foruard äcat ter int .

direction that tiultiple scstterlne contributes

signif icaiitly to the scat ter ing observed at

intermediate anü lar^e anwies. Another serious

iii.iitation is that the sample rauat a luays be in

vacuur.i. These drawbacks do not ex i st with X-ray

d i f f r a c t i o n wli ich also al lows greater f l e x i b l l i t y

in sample env i ronuent . SR is especially aui table

for Uii s type of studies beeause of its high

intensi ty and excellent coll imation. Eisenberger
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and Marra (19C1) have studied reconstructed single

crystal surfaces using the X-ray total external

reflection ßraßC diffraction (Harra, Eiseoberger

and Cho, 1979). In this method, a monochromatic

X-ray bearn is incident upon a surface at very

(^lancine angles, typically less than 1°. The

incident beaiu can be both reflected out of the

surface (total reflection) at small angles and

diffracted parallel to the surface ovei* lange

anglea. This provides diffraction from the

two-dimensional surface with little disturbance

from the bulk crystal. The need for an intense

source is twofold: The number of scatterinß atons

ia exceedingly small and the Rratß scatteririg is

not concentrated into spots but into rods

perpendicular to the surface. A very good

collimation is obviously needed in this case and

provides good momentum resolution when a triple

axis spectrometer of the type described in Section

5.1.3.3 is used, Eisenberger and Harra (1981)

showed that the diffraction patterns obtained by

this raethod can be interpreted without difficulty

and that reliable results can be obtained even

with a 60 ktJ rotating anöde X-ray tube. Honever,

identlcal experiments perfornied at SSRL have shown

a 100-fold increase of integrated intensity. The
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authors conulude that the relatively larße s

n.eans that a virtually unl ii.iited vür iety of

Problems can be studied usinß the X-riiy total

external re-fl ection tra££ diffraction method with

SU.

Monolaytrs of noble gaaes (Kr, Ar ) physiosorbed on

graphite are other exauples of two-diwensional

Systems uhich nave recelved considerable attention

recently. Ttiey have been studied usint rotatinc

anöde t übe s äs well äs Slt. Ue only present the

latter results here.

Certain eriiphile products (e.g. U C A R - Z Y X ) are

cotiposed of thin sinooth flakes with the mean

dlrection of the aix-folti ax is of the graphite

crystallitcs perpendicular to the surface of tlie

flake. In the plane of the layer the cristallibes

are oriented randoialy and the spread of dlrection

of the six-fold axia can be äs lange äs 20*. Such

flakes can have a lar^e pliysisorbitig aurface area

per unit volume. Due to the random orientation of

the crystallites the adaorbed layers (e,p,, of Kr

or Ar) form a two-dimensional "pouder".

In Order to measure the diffraction pattern of

thia two-dimenaional "powder" the sample is placed

on the spectrometer with tlie layers parallel to

the scatterinß plane. This leads to a diffraction
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pattorn like the one ilJustrated in fipure 33.

The sharpness of the Bragc peak gives the

coherence length. Ilowever, the high wavevector

side of the" "DragB peak" is intrinsically

hroadened in a two-diwensional "powder" (Karren,

1911) so that the coherence length is actually

deterniined by the sharpness of only the lou

uavevector side of the "ßragg peak". In Order to

uieasure the sharpness a very high moiuentum

resolution in required. As illustrated in figure

33 the coherence length in the case of Kr at 90*K

1s 2000 X and thus, momentum resolution has to be

better than 5 10~* R7*

This has been achieved using SR with a triple axis

spectrometer of the type shown in figure 32.

ftesults on these Systems uere reported by ßirgenau

et al. (1981), Monoton et al.(198lb), Nielsen et

al. (1980) and Nielsen et al.(198l).

The physics of Condensed matter in tuo dimenaions

is of fundamental interest in itself (e.g.

melting in two-dimensions) but it may also play an

important role in the Interpretation of phenomena

in the technology of catalysts or mernbrane

biology.
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5.2. Disorder in orUcrcd Systems.

The structure öl* the one diwensional ortatiic inetal

(TTTlu Ij(bis-tetratliiotetr£cene-triiodine) was

studied äs a fuiiction of tewperature and iodlne

concentration (Ce^tert et al. 1979) usinfc a fixed

filui, fixed crystal, monochroioatic technique. The

diffraction pattern is forued by the superposi tion

of a fjrst pattern consiatine of Hie weak Bragg

reflections corresponding to the 3D ordered TTT

sublattice and a second one with intense diffuse

linea resulting froiu the interaction of the Ewald

sphere ( see section 1.5.2) with diffuse sheets.

Robin et al.U9fcO) used SK in their study of the

solid state polyuerisalion mechanism and phase

tranaitions of E diacetylene. The observation of

diffuse scatterinj; gave a proof that

poly ruer i z a tion procecds homogeneously inside the

monower crystal. The liigh intensity of 5R is a

i:iajor asset for the study of ueak effects which

can change ra|>iilly durinß Chemical react'ions or

phase triinsitions.
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The prOiirt-as uade in tlie use of scatterine wfcthods

with SR durinß the last few years i s most

strikinely illuatrated by^a look back at the "blue

books" äescribing the European Synchrotron

Radiation Facility project (Farüe and Duke, 1979).

Most of the topics related to X-ray scatterinr,

mentionned in this collective viev; on the future

have now becowe very active research fields,

The use of X-ray scattering uethods with SR was

largely pioneered by biophysicists who were mainly

in search of a brißhter source to study phenouiena

in poorly acaLLering biolo^ical samples. The

Situation rapidly changed wlien they were joined by

scientista frow very different horizons but who,

for the large majority, had already been involved

in neutron scattering.

As a result the other natural properties of GK

i.e. the smooth Havelengtli diatribution and the

high collimation are bei riß increasingly used. The

application of polarization and time structure

have, however, not yet been seriously explored for

elastic scattering experiments. A brief survey

will show the extent of the evolution.
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Protein cry^talloiirapiiers are iu»u routinely

collectin^ dala on storane rinijs arid feasibility

studifcs for kinetic experiments are urtder w a y .

For tliese studies, hi£h intensity, uüvelenßth

tunability and fcood coll imation are tlie raajor

assets of SU.

Many forcier sceptica in thi s area of structural

research v/liich das u eil established iraditions

have turned into assiduous use r s of the neu

sources.

Another example is provided by the rapidly ^rouing

interest of polyniur physicists and netallurgists

af ter tlie f i r st f eu tinie resolved sinall angle

scattering and dlffraction studies whicli have been

perfonned. Tliere is an increasing demand for

dedicated Instruments for this type of work whicli

is also bached by industriül researcli ßroups.

Tiue-resolved X-ray acattering techniquea in

biolotjy are routinely used not only for fibres but

increasingly also for the study of systeras in

solution. liere a^ain, the field has already

developed to the point that one can contei:iplate

iiiuch niore sophisticated experiments (e.g.

ina^netic orientation of bioinolecules }.

Anoiualous sinall angle scattering techniques have

been explored and one can realistically consider
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tl:eir use to solve structurol problems in biology,

liietal) uri;y unil polyiuer science.

The first powder diffraction studies with SR have

showti an incresed resolution äs a result of the

good coll iination, which should allow to solve

laryer structures ttian has hitherto been the case.

Further, the hißh intensity e nable s ineasureriients

under extreiiie conditions e.g. high pressure in

times of the order of minutes i.e. short enough

to envisa^e routine application of these methods.

Studies on liquid crystals and on Systems uith

two-dimensional order have gained considerably

frora the use of SR both in resolution and speed of

data collection. The same considerations apply

obviously to Ultra small angle scattering studies

on biological material which would not be feasible

without SR.

On the other band, already established fields like

topography or crystal optics have continued a more

steady, if sonevihat less spectacular growth äs can

be judged f roni the recent literature. Recent

developments in interferometry are especially

interestine,. Experiments are also becoming more

elaborate e.g. by the use of stroboscopic inethods

in topography. Further progress here is, howeuer,

already often limited by the quality of the
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avai3 able sources äs opposed t o ttie Situation in

protein crystalloi;raphy and time r<^solved

ir.easureii.entu uhere the iim.iediate dif'ficulties

still lie in the development of cipprupriato

ancillary equipwent and especially detectors.

These two ef fects combine to exflai n uhy the

deterinination of aocurate electron densities i s

tlie only topic uentiormed in the "blue books"

uhere no proßress seeus to have been niade. These

experiments require extremely accürate

raeasurements uliich are presenLly limited by the

stability of tlie sources and the response of the

detectors.

Siniilarly, extension of white beain methods to a

uider ranf-e of applications although shoun by

feasibility studies to be potentially extremely

useful, depends on the developiiient of appropriate

energy disper&ive detectors.

In view of the flourislüne of papers in recent

years one tias inany reasonu to be optimistic about

the future developiiient of X-ray diffraction

uethods with Synchrotron radietion. It is clear

from the evolution that one is rapidly reachinfi

the steep part of the growth curve especially äs

neu dedicuted sources become available in all

parts of the world.



TABLE I
X-RAY DIFFRACTION METHODS FOR STRUCTURAL STUDIES

Incidenl beom

Brogg equotlon

Powdered
crystol

•

Single
crystol

•

Fixed

Rotaling

Monochromatic
X = X0<=constant

2dHKL snßHKL= X0

O f ' Ai i *v f-yet
1 ' ^V/ZÖHKL

, , 3*
fa Source of mono-
v-' chromotic X-roys
jfo Source of poly-
*^ chromotic X-roys
j { Coilimotors
3- X-roy detector

•• X-roy semiconductor
detector

|upu .1 Multichonnel pulse
IMKHAI height onolyzef

rt ' . • •»
ü ' ' \2^, , X

Polychromatic
6 =8o = constant

2dHKl sin90=\l = ch/EHKL

rtl ' r ' A

° ' ' ^/260, , \e

oreo
detector

M i i *w t-yoN> *ao

IM.RHAI :

O 1 - ' S*
' ' %/2eo

TABLE II

INTEGRATED INTENSITIES FORMULAE FOR X-RAY

DIFFRACTION METHODS FOR STRUCTURE STUDIES

(KINEMATICAL APPROXIMATION)*

^^^^Incident
.̂ -̂̂ eamSample ^= -̂

Powdered
crystal

Single
crystal

Fixed

Rotating

Monochromatic
X = X0

j'iotMAXo-JrlFpXä^

No integroted intensity
measurements

possiblc

iVX0)AA0^|F|2X302^e

Polychromatic
e = e0

i'i t\\. Irl2i* pcosSoae,,
J 'olAl ̂ f M 1 A 4sin\. Small area detector-

one direction in
momentum space.

b. L arge area detector -
certain volume of
momentum space

ioW^-|F|2x'j^o

i"io(M |̂F|¥^eg

For references see text Büros and Gerward 1975.
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CapLions for fiturcs.

Fißure 1: Geonietry of the scattering probleoi for

a linearly polarized incident X-ray beam.

2: Scatterint, of a plane wave by tuo

centres. The phase difference is eiven by 2f\(OA

BI-D/A, where A is the wavelength of the

incident X-rays.

Figure 3: Definition of the scattering vector 4 .

~* lThe raodulus of A equals 2-Asin 6 äs indicated in

Eq. 10.

Figure 1: The dependence of the atomic scattering

factor f ( A ) on the modulus of the scaLterint

vector for Calciuni (•) and Zirconiuai (o) atotns

äs calculated from the electron clensity

distributions obtained from the Thomas-Fernii-Dirac

statistical inodel.
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Figure 5: The dcpondunce of f and f" on the

wavelengtt i for Cüesiur.i detenuined t r tau dil'f raction

data in tlie rej;ion of tlie Ll (left), l.? (cent re}

and L3 (rieht) abaorbtion cdßes.

6: The two-dihiensional lattice in real

space and the correspondinc, two-diuenbional

lattice in rnoi.ientuiii space. The reciprocal lattice
—»

vector SL^ is perpendicular to the set (hk) of

cryütallographic planes.

Fiyure 7: The F.uald conatruction in a

two-dimensional ir.oiuentuiu space. The radius of the

(iwald circle is equal to & and the centre of the

circle is at the orißin of the incident wavevector

J(- ter&iinating at the orißirt 000 of the reciprocal

lattice. The Eraße equätion is fulfilled for

reciprocal lattice points crossed by the circle.

B: The reciprocal Jatt ice consti'uction

illuatrstina reflexions of a polychromatic beam

froifi a single crystal set for the Itllll Braci>

reflexions.
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Fieure 9: Diffraction patterns of poudered

[iaTiO, obtained with a raonochrouiatic beam an^ular

scan method (a) and the energy-dispersive inethod

(b).

Figure 10: Illustrative presentation of the

integrated intensity P(a) in case of the angular

dispersivc method(a) and energy-dispersive method

(b).

Figure 11: Oscillation photograph of a single

crystal of pig pancreatlc aniylase (Ilolecular

weight 53000) recorded at LURE-DCI (oscillation

ränge: 3*; exposure time: 750s; source:

storage ring DCI operated at 1.72 GeV and 180 mA)

(courtesy of R. Haser)

Fißure 12: Construction showinß unique solution

for protein phase angle from single isoroorphous

replacement and anocialous scattering (SIRAS).

Figure 13: Unique solution for protein phase
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anale froni sini.le iuouorplious rt-'pliicciiii.ul uith

Uijvoet pair iitcasurcLiont^ at l»o

Fij'.ure t'l: SR X-ray diffraction patterns of Ybl'

in a diai.iond anvil cell at (a) aUiospheric

prossure (orthorhombic. phase) and (b) at 2li2 kbar

(h.c.p.) rt-cortied in 500 s at 110R lü (Glsen et al.

1'3: l'rinciple of Ute experiment designed

for the study of natinetic scattering in zinc

spinel (courtesy üf F. de Dergevin)

,Fiture 16; Principle of the white beara topoßraphy

technique (transmission geomttry)

Fi£ure 17; Fixed phase stroboscopic X-ray

tojjocraph (a) of a Fe 3.52Si sinyle crystal

submitted to a sinu&oidal magnetic fleld (f =

77Hz, awplitude 12 üe) applied along the vertical

direction.

The topocraph was recorded uith a double axis
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spectrometer at LURE, workinf, in the ( + ,*)

aettin^,. A iiic-clianical stroboscopc was inserted

between the first (Gepioj crystal and the sample.

The X-rays only reached the FeSi crystal uhen the

field was maxiir.uiii äs indicated by the arrow in

(b): fixeü phase stroboscopy.

Uhite horizontal lines are (110) 90 magnetic

domain Mails, tlnder the influence of the periodic

applied field the wall indicated by the dotted

llne oscillates from rieht to left at the field

frequency. A and D are the extreue positions of

the wall seltnen t JJ'. The oscillation induces

small displacements of the horizontal 90* walls.

For the present phaae setting,the oscillatian of

the wall (dotted line) induces an instability of

the 90° (110) wall secment betueen J and D, which

is revealed äs a broadening of the wall contrast

on the rieht of the dislocation D. The topograph

thus provides direct evidence for the interaction

of a dislocation and a wall moving under the

action of a periodic magnetic field.

(Scale mark: 200*rar g is normal to the reflecting

planes)

Fißure 10: X-ray interferometer used by Bonse et



al. (llfiO). In: intcrf eroinetcr , Mo:

moiiGcliroinator , li: a&nplc, P: phasc aliif ter , SC:

scinlill allem countcrs, f.SD: sol id s täte

detecLor. T V : X-ray Lelevision cai.iera for

Uia^ina friiiße patterus durlnc aligninent. (Bonse et

al., 1980)

19: (a) The total intensity (measured by

of energy dispersive diffraction and

correcteU for primary apectruiii, absorptiun and

Polarisation) äs furiction of the scatterinn,

vector. (b) Tlie nc-t liquid structure of Kercury

at 25°C and 1 atni. (After Prober and Schultz, 1975)

t'i[iure 20: Variation of tlie radiua of t;yration of

a ferrititi solution in the reyion of tlie iron

absorbtion eüi^e. (Af ter Stuhrmann 1980)

21: Time course of the scatterine, pattern

of a solution of tubulin durine auccessive

teriiperature jumps frou 1*C to 37*C (H) und reverse

(L). For iletails aee text. (After Mandelkow et al.

1980).Tiroe resolution: 15s.
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Flc.ure 22: Tiue course of the difference

scatterina pattern of a solution of the enzyti.e

ATC-ase durinß dissociation under the influence of

ruercurials. The curves were obtained by

aubtracting the scattering pattern of the final

State from the pattern in each time frawe. For

details see text.

Figure 23: Heridional diffraction pattern of a

frog Sartorius muacle showin^ the Orders of the

sarcomere lengtli, approximately 50000 f.

Fifeure 21: Scattering pattern of pure AI (left)

and of an Al-2n 65 alloy (right). Countins, tiLie

uaing a linear Position sensitive detector: 100s.

(After Naudon et al. 1979)

Figure 25: Scattering pattern of a ferrite

ferrofluid with ( ) and without (xxxxxx)

pagnetic field parallel to the scattering vector.

(After Anthore et al. 1979).
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Fißure 26: Ticie course of tlie scatteri i iL pouor of

a sample of polyethylene tcrephtalatü durinj;

c rya taU izatiou at d i f f e ren t tewperaturea. ( A f t e r

EUner et al. t O H O ) .

Fiii,urc 27: Evolu t ion of tiie mer id iona l sca t te r in j ,

p ü t t e r n of a s ingle f i b r e of rat ta i l tenüon

colla^en upon dryini; .

28: Dif f r ac t ion pat tern of nu l l ve beef

cornea

29: P i f f r a c t i o n pa t t e rn of a frog

sartorius iitusclc. Note the layer ] ine pa t t e rn and

the stonß uieci i l iüt ia l 113 A reflection imlicatcd by

Llie arrou, correspondinti to the regulär

ar ran j^ewent of tlie cross-bridc.es. (Cour tesy of

U . E . l l ux l ey )
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30: Tinie course of 1*»3 Ä r e f l ex ion in the

d i f f r a c t i o n pat tern of fror, surtorius muscle

du r ing an isometric contract ion. The insert sliowii

U,e tensioci ( con t inuoua cu rve ) anü the lenßth of

tlie ouscle (dotted l ine) dur ing the experiment.

Time resolution: luiaec,

Figure 31 : Time course of the intensities du r i HL

a phase transition achieved by a teiiiperature Jump

In an egß lecithin/water System. Hole that the

intensities are on a logarithniic scale.Time in

milliseconds.

Figure 32: Top vleu of the Ris^f triple axiü

spectrocneter et I1ASYLAB shouing the monochrouiator

(1), tlie sample (2) and the analyzer (3) axes.

L1, L2 and L'j are levellin^, screus on the base

plate. (Ais-Nielsen, 1981)

Figure 33: Diffraction pattern from the (1,0)

peak of a two-dimensional "powder" of noble gas

physisorbed on a graphite Substrate. For Krypton

the structure may be in reßistry uith the graphite

honeycomb lattice (•) and the sharp cut-off on the
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M u« corräsponcjs t o t de <;olit:rci)cu

K-ni.th of tl:c ^ul,;Ar£ite (TOOli E). U lower

t.L(i|icr,'ilur<!3 (C ) Llnst't; i • • ri.- I'r :, Lo. i:; tl,;in

lioneycoEili ^i t t_b anJ tlic tUT. r .t i.ion pe;:!: irj

^ i . i i i f icLntly LrüLiiltiiieii. For Ar^un Llit; uLruc

i:i iricoi.iin;nüur;itc at all fillin^s tuiiJ t.ei.tp

xitli a rcliitivt.-ly :,hari' [mak corruai-omii n;, tu

culiürcncu K-ii; i.1; of 7!>0 Ä. {Als-Nlelsen, 1901)
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